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ABSTRACT
Planning an Effective Human Development Course
for Criminal Justice Personnel
May, 1980

Bsnnett, A.S., Hartford College for Women
B.A., American International College

M.S., Springfield College
Ed. d. University of Massachusetts
,

Directed by:

Chairperson Allen

I.

Ivey, Ed.d.

The object of this research project was to design,

implement and evaluate a human development course which
promotes personal and interpersonal growth in criminal
justice personnel.

The curriculum for this course involved

training in microcounseling, values clarification, self-

knowledge education and assertiveness training.

Journal

writing, outside involvements, exercises in perception and

male-female relationships, role playing and classroom
discussions were used to reinforce students' active in-

volvement with the curriculum.

Classroom exercises were

chosen for their ability to build a warm, trusting environment.

Instructors were chosen who really care about

people and about student development.

Teaching systems were

chosen which provide students with skills that can be applied

V

beyond the classroom and students were
challenged to become
actively involved in workshops which were

intense, personal

and practical.
To measure the effectiveness of the human
development

course, the Microcounseling Response Test (MRT)
and the

(HD)

Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation (MIE) were administered to gather data about interpersonal development,
i.e.
the ability to communicate effectively with other
people.

The Volunteer Experience Test (VET) and the Personal Orien-

tation Inventory (POI) were given to extract information

about more personal development, i.e. the ability to know

oneself and the ability to develop self-actualizing values
and behaviors

Subjects were all graduate level students at American

International College in Springfield, Massachusetts.

experimental

(Ex)

The

group consisted of nineteen masters level

criminal justice (CJ) students enrolled in Human Development.

The comparison

(C)

masters level education

group consisted of nineteen

(ED)

students enrolled in Guidance

and Counseling.

At the beginning of the semester, all subjects

given the POI, the VET and the MRT.
on the MIE.

(Ss)

were

Only Ex Ss were tested

For the Ex class, treatment consisted of

fifteen weekly three-hour sessions of HD curriculum.

In-

struction included microcounseling, values clarification,
self-knowledge education, assertiveness training, small group
VI

interactions, and a series of mini- lectures

.

The non-

treatment C group listened to lectures about
major theoretical models of guidance and clinical psychology.
No personalized or interactive procedures were employed.
At the end
of the semester, a post test battery (identical
to the
first) was administered to both the EX and C groups.

^

after anova showed an overall improvement after

treatment on the MRT
action was found.

^.01)

(P

,

but no significant inter-

Analysis via difference

t

tests revealed

that only the Ex group had significantly increased their

ability to issue helpful statements

(P

< .005)

Analysis

of the MIE via the Wilcoxon t test showed that outside con-

tact people for the CJ students reported a significant im-

provement on six semantic differential scales.

The HD

students were seen as being more natural in their inter-

viewing

(P

^.01)

,

facial gestures appeared to be more

natural and relaxed

(P

more natural relaxed

^.05)

(P

and body postures were seen as

<.05).

Criminal justice students

were also judged to be more skilled in their interviewing

techniques

(P ^ .01)

,

more sensitive in their interviewing

style (P^.05) and more helpful in clarifying things for the

interviewee

(P

<.05)

Analysis via anova on the VET showed the EX group to
have made significant growth in their self-knowledge development.

Criminal Justice Ss were found to be significantly

Vll

less elemental in their self-knowledge
responses (P ^.05)
and had shifted into both the
situational and pattern
stages of self-knowledge development.
No significant interactions were detected on any of the
subscales
of the POI

the presumed gauge of self-actualizing
attitudes and

behaviors

From an experimental standpoint, the HD
course effectively promotes both personal and interpersonal

growth in

criminal justice personnel.

It is recommended that future

curriculum teach directly for change in value orientation
and that an intensive total group environment be
established.

From an educational standpoint, the HD course improves the
quality of higher education for criminal justice personnel
by providing a tested curriculum which encourages active

student involvement, promotes personal change, facilitates

understanding of human values and behavior, and gives
students effective take home skills to employ beyond the
classroom.

Vlll

CHAPTER

I

PLANNING AN EFFECTIVE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT COURSE
FOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSONNEL
Can a college course facilitate human growth and

development in criminal justice personnel?

Can police

officers, correctional officers and probation people learn
to understand their own personal patterns of behavior
and

promote their own self-growth?

Can criminal justice workers

become more cognizant of personal values systems?
learn to communicate more effectively?

Can they

Can a college class-

room provide students with behavioral skills which can be

utilized outside of the classroom?

The enclosed research

attempts to answer these questions.
The object of this dissertation project was to design
a

human development course which effectively promotes both

personal and interpersonal growth in criminal justice personnel.

To facilitate this outcome, a college course was

designed to provide students with "take home" skills in selfeducation, values clarification and communication.

To

evaluate the effectiveness of this course, research instruments measured growth in the stage of self-knowledge, the

acquisition of self-actualizing values and behaviors and the

acquisition of communication or "helping" skills in criminal

1

.

2

.

justice masters level students
The Need For The Study

For nearly sixty years reformers have been trying
to

change criminal justice personnel.

The earliest critics

pointed to the fact that most police officers lacked a complete high school education and received little or no actual

training (Fogelson, 1977)

.

The first scholarly thesis on

American policing (1920) claimed that the heart of the problem was one of inferior personnel (Fosdick, 1969)

.

in

1936, an academic reformist by the name of Vollmer claimed

that the problems of policing would disappear if society

could only obtain "truly exceptional men,"

Vollmer suggested

that higher education was the key element in professionalizing the police (Carte and Carte, 1975)
The idea of better educated criminal justice personnel

surfaced again in the late 1960

's

when urban unrest, social

conflict, and rising crime caused the general public,

academicians and social scientists to reassess the problems,
complexities and failures of the criminal justice system.
Probably because police are the most "visible" part of the
criminal justice system, they became the center of attention
and a deluge of reports recommended the implementation of a

national baccalaureate requirement for all police recruits
by 1983.

Most of the proponents for the professionalization

3
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of criminal justice personnel have advocated
the use of more

education for both police (Alex, 1967; American
Bar Association, 1973; Chess, 1960; Cross, 1964; Danish
&

Brodsky,

1970; Niederhoffer, 1967; Paliavin, 1973; Sheehan,
1969;

Stoddard, 1968; Whelton, 1971) and for corrections and
pro-

bation officers (Brodsky, 1972, 1974; Gluckstern, 1974;
Karacki

&

Galvin, 1968; Neil

Polk, 1969)

.

&

Hecker, 1974; Parker, 1975;

It was assumed that more education would auto-

matically improve the quality of criminal justice personnel
and would make them "more sensitive" to the public they

served (Sherman, 1978)
In 1968,

the federal government established the Depart-

ment of Justice's Law Enforcement Education Program to
improve the quality of education for police.

government has since invested over

a

The federal

quarter of a billion

dollars in the education of police and tens of thousands of
police officers have received promotions and higher salaries

based on the assumption that a college education would make
them better (Sherman, 1978)

.

Hundreds of other criminal

justice personnel (correctional officers, probation officers,

juvenile workers, etc.) have enrolled in criminal justice

degree programs which have been established in colleges

throughout the country.

Recently the assumption that more

education equals better criminal justice personnel has been

questioned (Hoover, 1975; Kelly

&

Farber, 1974; Levy, 1973;

4

Sherrid

&

.

Beech, 1976; Stoddard, 1973).

The most comprehensive study on the quality
and

effectiveness of higher education comes from Sherman
(1978)
and the National Advisory Commission on Higher
Education for
Police Officers. This 278-page report sponsored
by
the

Police Foundation in Washington (an independent
organization

created in 1970 by the Ford Foundation) strongly criticizes
the quality and effectiveness of the present structure
of

criminal justice higher education.

The National Advisory

Commission (NAC) charges that many colleges are not committed
to the concept of higher education for criminal justice per-

sonnel, but to the collection of federal funds available for
this purpose (Sherman, 1978)

.

The NAC charges that colleges

rely too heavily on part-time faculty with criminal justice

experience, rather than seeking full time faculty from the
arts and sciences who are trained at the graduate level.

The

NAC believes that most colleges are presently teaching to

support the status quo of the criminal justice system rather
than educating students to investigate what can be done dif-

ferently to improve the system.

These findings have profound

implications, not only for police officers who are enrolled
at these colleges, but also for the thousands of other crim-

inal justice students who are utilizing the same courses to

obtain degrees in criminal justice
Many past committees have recommended college education

5
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for criminal justice personnel, but have failed to
specify

the objectives and procedures for such an education (Sherman,
19 78)

.

The National Advisory Commission on Higher Education

for Police Officers sees this omission as a serious error.
The NAC believes the main goal for higher education is to

produce "change agents" i.e. students who are capable of im-

proving both themselves and the criminal justice system.

With this goal in mind, The National Advisory Commission has
issued some specific recommendations for improving the quality of criminal justice curriculum (Sherman, 1978)
The National Advisory Commission recommends that

criminal justice students receive a "broad based" education

which prepares them not only for

a

criminal justice occupa-

tion, but for a variety of life/work situations.

The Commis-

sion suggests that present vocational courses Ce.g. firearms,
first-aid) be replaced by courses that promote analytical

and conceptual thinking.

The Committee believes that higher

education should give students

a

greater capacity to utilize

the knowledge they gain to solve problems and promote change

within the criminal justice system.

The Committee reports a

great need for "intensifying the student experience."

Most

criminal justice students now attending classes are part-time

commuting students

.

Research shows that part-time commuting

students acquire much less "cognitive learning" and "personal

growth" (Sherman, 1978)

.

The criminal justice system has

6
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also been shown to be notoriously
closed, i.e. geared to

maintaining the status quo.

Police officers, correctional

officers and probation officers have been
found to be highly
resistant to change (Bennett, 1978; Dye &
Sansouci, 1974;
Gluckstern, 1974; Neil
19 72)
(1)

.

&

Hecker, 1974; Sherman, 1978; Zacker

For these reasons it is strongly recommended
that

criminal justice personnel be exposed to curricula
which

require active student involvement (Bennett, 1978;
Blakeman,
1977; Brodsky,
&

1974; Gluckstern,

1974; Megathlin, 1969; Neil

Hecker, 1974; Packard and Welch, 1974; Sherman, 1978) and,

(2)

that criminal justice personnel become actively in-

volved with students from other disciplines who are "also

discovering new ways to view the world" (Sherman, 1978)
The National Advisory Commission believes the most

important question is not whether higher education can de-

velop more effective criminal justice personnel, but what

kind of education is needed to best do the job.

The NAG

says that research in this area has been sorely neglected

and that curricula have rested on "judgments" rather than
"proof."

They suggest research designs be incorporated into

curricula so that we can begin to see the impact that college courses have on criminal justice majors.

Keeping in mind the purpose of this project dissertation,
i.e.

the planning of a human development course for criminal

justice students, curriculum needs seem to fall into three

7

major categories,

(

1,

.

the need for criminal
justice person-

nel to make competent values
choices,

(2)

the need for

criminal justice people to
understand human behavior and to
develop themselves as people, and
(3) the need for criminal
justice workers to be able to
communicate more effectively.
The National Advisory Commission
has suggested that
criminal justice students be exposed
to curricula which will
enable them to comprehend the "complex
moral dilemmas" inherent in police work. The NAC points out
that people in
the criminal justice system often serve
competing values
systems and that students need to understand
the process of
making difficult values choices (Sherman,
1978).

Others have suggested that criminal justice personnel,

especially the police, need to develop themselves personally
as people

(Bennett, 1978; Parker, 1975;

Zacker, 1972).

Pol-

ice have been shown to attach a great deal of importance to

gratification of personal needs through their job.
(1973,

1974)

Lefkowitz

has shown that police officers have needs for

self-actualization, esteem and autonomy.

Rokeach et al (1971)

has shown that police officers like to feel capable, logical,

intellectual, responsible, self-controlled and obedient.

Other research shows that correctional people, too, desire a
sense of effectiveness and accomplishment (Brodsky, 1974;

Neil

&

Hecker, 1974).

If criminal justice workers are to dev.

elop themiselves as people in the midst of the inconsistencies.

8
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and frustrations of the criminal justice system,
they must

know who they are and feel good about what they see.
Many have recognized the need for human skills training
for criminal justice personnel (Blakeman, 1977;
Gluckstern,
1974; Neil

&

Hecker, 1974; Parker, 1975; Reiser, 1973; Sher-

man, 1978; Snibbe

&

Snibb, 1973; Wilson, 1973).

Many studies

have demonstrated that police officers spend more time

helping people than they do enforcing the law (Bercal, 1970;
Sherman, 1978; Webster, 1973; Wilson, 1968)

.

One study found

that over half the calls to a metropolitan police department

were requests for help with personal or interpersonal problems

(Cummings, Cummings

&

Edell, 1965).

In 1973, the

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals:

Police (1973) requested that every police officer

"immediately" develop the "essential" communication skills

needed for productive exchange between the police, the public,
and all other elements of the criminal justice system.

ker (1975)

Par-

and Lefkowitz (1977), after reviewing research

findings, suggest that all branches of the criminal justice

system (i.e. prosecution, courts, probation, parole, corrections, and police)

need to consider the reciprocal nature of

their relationship and learn to communicate more effectively
if they are to deliver more effective services.

In review then, what seems to be needed to improve the

quality of education for criminal justice majors is

a

9
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curriculum which
provides a broad based education applicable not

(1)

only to the criminal justice setting, but to many life/work

situations

,

encourages students to become actively involved

(2)

with course content and with other students who have a
variety of ideas,
works to identify and change the rigid status quo

(3)

rationale of criminal justice workers,
provides students with human skills training

(4)

(e.g.

values clarification, self-knowledge, education and

communication)
(5)

works to produce change agents, i.e, students who

are capable of improving not only themselves, but the crim-

inal justice system, and
(6)

researches course content to study its effective-

ness on criminal justice students.

With these kinds of curricula needs in mind, this

dissertation project will

(1)

develop an experiential human

development course for criminal justice students,

(2)

demon-

strate the curriculum's application to criminal justice

students in a classroom setting, and

(3)

evaluate the impact

of the human development course on criminal justice students.

though the enclosed human development curriculum

could be appropriately utilized with a variety of people

10

(e.g.

.

college students, human service workers,
counselors,

social workers, nurses, teachers, industrial
personnel, and
helping professionals)
it was particularly challenging to
,

work with criminal justice personnel who are
often labeled
as dogmatic,

closed-minded, cynical, aggressive

,

rigid, and

highly resistant to change (Bennett, 1976; Butler and
Cochrane, 1977; Gluckstern, 1974; Lefkowitz, 1971; Neil
Hacker, 1974; Niederhof fer

,

&

1967; Sherman, 1978; Smith,

Locke and Walker, 1967, 1968)
The Problem

The specific problem assumed for this dissertation

project was to promote the personal and interpersonal
growth of criminal justice students through exposure to
a

human development course on the college level.

It was

hypothesized that this human development course would
(1)

increase students' self-knowledge of personal

values and patterns of behavior,
(2)

increase students' adoption of self-actualizing

values and behaviors, and
(3)

increase students' utilization of communication

or "helping" skills.

11
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Specif ic Goals And Methods
The object of this research
project was to design,
implement, and evaluate a human
development course which

promotes personal and interpersonal
growth in criminal justice students.
The goals of the human development
course
were
(1)

to increase student's understanding
of personal

values and patterns of behavior, and
to provide students with
the process skills needed to analyze
future patterns of behavior ,
(2)

to increase student's utilization of
self-actual-

izing values and behaviors, and to provide students
with
skills needed to analyze future values choices, and
(3)

to increase student's ability to communicate more

effectively with people (both in and out of the classroom)
and to provide students with concrete "helping" skills which

could be utilized in future interactions.
To facilitate these goals, the most effective concepts,

theories and methods were extrapolated from group theory and

experience, psychological theory and technique, and educational theory and technique

.

These areas have provided

valuable knowledge about how people grow and develop.

Util-

izing that knowledge, the human development course incorporated into its curriculum:

self-knowledge education as

12

developed by Alschuler, Tamashiro, and
Weinstein
values clarification techniques as developed

(

.

1975 ),

by Raths

Harmin and Simon (1966) and the microcounseling
approach
to communication as developed by Ivey
(1971, 1978)
The human development course was presented
to criminal

justice masters level students at American International

College (AIC)

,

Springfield Massachusetts.

To measure the

effectiveness of the human development course, four
research instruments were administered before and after the

curriculum was presented:
(1)

The Volunteer Experience Test (VET) designed to

measure stage development and pattern identification in

self-knowledge
(2)

The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) designed

to measure the values and behaviors thought to be of impor-

tance for the development of the self-actualizing person,
(3)

The Microcounseling Response Test (MRT) designed

to measure "helping" or microcounseling behaviors, and
(4)

The Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation (MIE)

designed to assess how effectively students utilize their

microcounseling skills.
Structure of Dissertation
This project thesis was the development, implementation

and testing of a human development course for criminal justice

13

students (fifteen weekly three-hour workshops)

,

.

To prepare

for curriculum development, literature
related to the devel-

opment

and implementation of psychoeducation of
criminal

justice personnel was reviewed.

Knowledge gained from this

review was incorporated into a human development
course to
meet the needs of criminal justice personnel. Research

instruments evaluated before-after performances of criminal
justice majors to measure the impact of course curriculum.

Dissertation chapters were organized as follows:
Chapter

I

investigates the need for a human development

course for criminal justice students, states the problem of
the dissertation project, gives specific goals and methods

to be followed, and provides an overview of the project

thesis

Chapter II reviews literature and theory which relates
to the psychoeducation of criminal justice personnel from both
a

psychological and educational perspective, presents basic

assumptions about human development, discusses the need for
active interventions and a multi-^dimensional approach for

synergistic human development.
Chapter III presents the rationale and design of the
course for human development.

Chapter IV focuses on research subjects, instruments and
procedures used to collect and treat data.
Chapter V is an analysis of data.

14

Chapter VI summarizes the entire research
project and
discusses recommendations for the future.

This final chap-

ter is written so that it can be utilized
as a publishable

article

.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter reviews the key literature
and theory

which relates to the psychoeducation of
criminal justice
personnel.
To create effective curriculum for human
development, we need to consider the results of past
research and
we need to consider basic assumptions about
how people
develop and grow so that we can base a human
development
course on firm theoretical construct.
The review of literature begins by looking at the per-

tinent research which has been done with criminal justice

personnel.

We look at the kinds of studies that researchers

hsve chosen to do with criminal justice people.

We examine

how researchers have chosen to interpret their findings.

We

look at the psychological needs and personality characteristics which police officers are alleged to have.

This infor-

mation must surely influence the planning of an effective
human development curriculum for criminal justice personnel.

Theoretical knowledge about human development must also
influence the curriculum planning.

We review literature which

explores the major theoretical contracts of both psychological and educational theorists.

We then present and support

four basic assumptions about how people develop and grow.

15 .

These assumptions are:

(1)

Human beings have an innate

compulsion to develop to their fullest
potential,

(2)

Psy-

chologically healthy people are people who know
who and what
they are, (3) Fully functioning people can
relate, inter-

relate and communicate effectively, and

ment is not an automatic process.

Human develop-

(4)

With these assumptions

mind, we explore the following questions.

in

Can the innate

drive to grow be tapped in criminal justice personnel?

Can

police officers, probation officers and corrections officers
learn to understand themselves and develop themselves more
fully?

Can criminal justice students learn to develop their

interpersonal relationships and communicate more effectively?

What needs to be done to facilitate human growth and
development from the classroom?

To answer this question, we

review the literature and report on the kinds of interventions which have worked to promote human growth and develop-

ment from the "natural" classroom environment.

We look

especially at some of the teaching interventions which have

worked (and failed) with criminal justice personnel.
We assert that human development is a multi-dimensional business involving both personal and interpersonal growth

We report on teaching systems which have proven to be suc-

cessful in promoting human development both in and out of
the classroom.

education,

(2)

We specifically focus on

(1)

values clarification, and

(3)

self-knowledge
microcounseling.

17
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Finally, we attempt to extrapolate from
research,
theory, active intervention, and effective
teaching systems
a more synergistic curriculum for the
human development of

criminal justice personnel.
Research and Criminal Justice Personnel
The limited amount of research that has been done

with criminal justice personnel has often emphasized the
negative.

Some researchers have suggested that "author-

Personalities" are attracted to corrections and
police work, and that authoritarian personalities are less
able to handle "critical situations" effectively.

Police

officers especially have been found to be dogmatic, close-

minded and authoritarian (Culler, 1972; Regoli
1977; Smith, Locke

&

Walker, 1967, 1968)

,

&

Schrink,

In fact, police

officers have been shown to harbor all sorts of negative
"worldviews" and "personality characteristics."

They

have been found to be suspicious, secretive, conservative
and uninitiating (Butler
1971; Rokeach, 1971),
to be highly cynical

&

Cochrane, 1977; Lekowitz,

Police officers have also been found
(Lefkowitz, 1971; Niederhof fer

,

1967),

However, Neiderhoffer has noted that cynicism does not always
lead to the joining of the department's "delinquent" sub-culture, but can sometimes lead to a "renewal of professional

commitment

.

Other studies have led researchers to include that

18
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police officers are a highly homogenous
group and that they
deviate significantly from other "normals"
(Saxe

1976).

&

Reiser,

When Butler and Cochrane (1977) administered
the

Edwards Personal Preference Schedule to police,
they found
that police scored significantly higher on several
personality variables:

environment)

,

change (the need for a varied and changing

heterosexuality (the need for relationships

^^th the opposite sex)

when wrong)

,

,

abasement (the need to blame others

and aggression (the need to attack contrary

points of view and tell other people off)

.

Sullivan (1972)

also found that police officers scored higher on "masculinity" and "adventure."

When researchers interpret police officer "needs" and
"personal values" their interpretations tend to be negative.

Butler

&

Cochrane (1977) label the need for "happiness, fam-

ily security, freedom, mature love and an exciting life" as

"hedonistic."

Other researchers have contrasted police

officers' high need for "security" with their need to "help

people" (Gorer, 1955; Hunt, 1971; Niederhof fer
1967;

Richard, 1969).

,

1967; Reiss,

Westley (1956) has suggested that

police officers satisfy their social needs more through

personal "bonds of secrecy" with coworkers than through

being of service to other people.
Other researchers have suggested that police officers

prefer the rigid, hierarchal structure of their organization.

19
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They indicate that police officers
prefer decision making
which is based on "formal power" and
"authoritative relationships" rather than on "personal
initiative" and "independence" (Cochran, 1975; Rokeach, 1971; Walther,
McCune &

Troganowicz, 1973).

But there is another side to the coin.

If one looks

closely at the literature, police officers have
also been
shown to harbor some highly positive characteristics.

Lefkowitz (1974)

found that police officers attach con-

siderable importance to possible gratification through their
jobs.

He suggests that police officers' social and security

needs are relatively satisfied, while their needs for self-

actualization, esteem and autonomy are being stifled.
Rokeach (1971)

found that police officers value a "sense of

accomplishment" and like to have feelings of being "capable,"
"responsible" and "self-controlled."

Lefkowitz (1974) sug-

gests that police officers' lack of personal fulfillment may
be "organizationally induced" and related to feelings of

"personal isolation" and "status concerns' that often go a-

long with the job.

Arcuri (1976)

found that police officers

were "extremely" proud of their occupation and felt their
job was of "utmost importance to society."

These same of-

ficers reported that they received the most job satisfaction

from helping people.

Lefkowitz (1975) has questioned the

idea that police are "less autonomous" and "less likely
to make their own decisions.
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He found that police officers tend
to be more "self assertive." When Smith & Schau (1972)
researched police officers,
they discovered that police believe
the "ideal patrolman" is
one who assumes leadership without
being directed by higher
authority.
Lefkowitz (1977) found that "in reality"
police

officers maintain considerable personal freedom
and flexibility in carrying out their day-to-day duties.
In retrospect, it seems that most researchers
have em-

phasized the negative aspects of police personnel, while
they
have ignored any signs of positive police potential. This
bias is particularly inhibiting when we acknowledge basic

assumptions about human growth and potential.

To underscore

the positive potential of criminal justice personnel, we need
to explore the theoretical assumptions about human potential
as held by both psychological and educational theorists.

Basic Assumptions About Human Development
If we want to design a course to develop the positive

potential of criminal justice personnel, we need to examine
some underlying assumptions about human growth and development.

Psychological and educational theorists alike have

offered a wide variety of ideas about how people grow and
develop.

However, when we examine these divergent theories,

some common elements prevail.

Assumption #1:

Human beings have an innate drive to
develop to their fullest potential.
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A review of literature shows that
many theorists have
independently described a "universal"
drive which pushes
people to be the best that they can be.
Maria Montessori
(1917) described this universal drive
as an "innate compulSion" to grow.
By tapping this inner compulsion via
a

scientifically prepared" environment, Montessori
taught
institutionalized, "idiot" children to read and write.

Mon-

tessori was convinced, after hours of rigorous
observation
and experimentation, that all human beings are
born with an
"inner force" which "compels" them to master their
environ-

ment and to do their best.

Gordon Allport (1955) also be-

lieved in a universal drive which he called an "intentional
nature."

Allport believed this drive genetically motivates

all human beings toward an "authentic participation" with

their environment, Carl Rogers

(1961)

has described an

"actualizing tendency." Rogers says this underlying motivation or inherent striving towards growth" is a life-long
"process of becoming."

Rogers believes the process of be-

coming is the most "vibrant" goal of human life.
(1967)

Maslow

became famous for his identification of the need to

self-actualize

.

Maslow discovered this inborn drive to de-

velop after studing some "pretty remarkable" people.

He

found that super mentally healthy people function from the

highest of all human needs, i.e. the need to self-actualize
or to fully utilize one's total capabilities and potenti-

alities.

Robert White (1968), after reviewing the major
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theories and research evidence
about personal development,
also concludes that all human
beings possess an "inborn
drive for competence." White
believes that people are
pre-programed to try to master their
environment, strive
for competence, and to do the
best they are capable
of

doing.

White says this universal drive is
part of the
natural makeup of an adaptive organism."
When we step back and look at Peris'

"here and now"

person, Fromm's "productive" person,
Jung's "individuated"
person, Rogers" "fully functioning" person.
Allport's

mature" person, Frankl's "self-transcendent"
person, and
Maslow's "self-actualizing" person (Schultz,

1977), we can

marvel at the reservoir of human potential.

We can also

wonder what ever happened to the self-actualizing tendency
in criminal justice personnel.

Since criminal justice

personnel are people, we can assume that they, too, possess
an innate drive to be the best that they can be.

We can

^Iso assume that somewhere is buried an unused reservoir of

abilities.

The question is, how can we tap this innate

drive and begin to unleash the wealth of unused human

potential?

Assumption #2:

Psychologically healthy people are
people who know who and what they are

.

Most theorists would agree that a fully developing

individual has a good grasp of what he or she is all about.
Fully functioning people know who and what they are and
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accept what they see.

.

Fritz Peris (1947) was a
theorist

who was convinced that mentally
healthy people know themselves well. Peris, via Gestalt
therapy, taught people to
leave their pasts behind, to be
fully aware of who and what
they are, and to be securely
grounded in the present moment
of existence.
Peris believed that fully functioning
people
are people who utilize their senses
and their
feelings, ex-

press their impulses and their resentments
without inhibition
or guilt and completely accept
themselves and their responsibility for their own lives. Rogers (1961)
too believed it is
important for people to know who and what they
are.
Rogers
has become famous for his development of
a non-directive, or

client-centered, therapy.

The cornerstone of the non-direc-

tive approach is the belief that people must rely
on and trust
in their own experience.

Rogers believes that as people open

themselves up to new feelings and experiences, they process
the incoming new information and learn to trust in their own

feelings

(as

well as intellect)

.

In this way, Rogers believes

people learn to function in a more productive way (which feels

right for them) and learn to become more fully functioning
persons.

Similarly, Maslow (1967) believed that self-actual-

izating people (i.e. "mental health champions") know who and

what they are.

Maslow found that self-actualizing people

perceive the world from an "objective" perspective and accept

what they see.

Self-actualizing people don't sit around and
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mope about what cannot be changed.

.

Instead they are busy

"loving" their work and living up
to their fullest potential.
Self-actualizing people are autonomous and
selfdirected. They are not dependent on
other people for their
satisfaction. Self-actualizing people are
people who
utilize their self-knowledge to further
develop their

fullest potential.
Since the goal for this dissertation project
was to
create an effective human development course, it
seemed
logical that we would need to include teaching
techniques
that could help criminal justice personnel learn more
about

who and what they are

Assumption #3:

Fully functioning people can relate,
interrelate and communicate effectively.

A review of literature shows that certain common variables (empathy, warmth, genuineness, concreteness, self-

disclosure, confrontation, and immediacy) are fundamental
to all effective human relationships

(Lewis

Parker, 1975; Rogers, 1961; Truax

Carkhuff, 1969).

&

&

Lewis, 1977;

People either emerge from interpersonal encounters having

grown or regressed (Truax

&

Carkhuff, 1969)

.

The most

effective communicators are those who can demonstrate genuine sensitivity, not only to the expressed, but to the un-

expressed feelings of the other person (Carkhuff and
Berenson, 1967)

.

We could predict that

people are more effective communicators.

self-actualizing

Maslow (1967)
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found that self-actualizing people
are thoughtful and
very concerned about other people.
Differences in social
class, intelligence, educational level,
race, religion,
etc. do not matter.
The self-actualizing person views
each
individual as part of a shared humanity. As
a result, selfactualizing people are comfortable and relaxed
with other
people and are capable of forming deeper, richer,
more

genuine relationships
Genuine relationships are important when we realize,
as
Patterson (1969) states, that once a person's basic
physical
needs are met, all other needs are psychological and depend

upon good interpersonal relationships.
(1977)

Lewis and Lewis

propose that good interpersonal relationships and

effective living skills are essential if people are to make
healthy, productive adaptations to their life/work environments.

Parker (1975) emphasizes the need for "interperson-

al" psychology in the criminal justice setting.

He has

stressed the importance of interpersonal relationships

within and between the various elements of the criminal
justice system.

It seemed important then to include commu-

nication skills training in a course for human development.

Assumption #4:

Human development is not an
automatic process.

Educational theorists have developed theoretical constructs to help explain how human beings develop and grow.

Erik Erikson is one theorist who has radically changed edu-

cator's ideas about human development.

Psychologists and
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educators alike had traditionally believed
that psychological development was pretty well
crystalized in infancy or
early childhood. But Erikson, one of Freud's
pupils, took

Freud's personal development stages (oral, anal,
phallic,
latency and genital) and expanded the idea of
stage development to include the entire life span (Erikson,
1959)

Erikson's life cycle theory identifies eight stages of
personal development and spells out the major personal
issues critical to each stage.

He believes that personal

growth unfolds according to this sequence of developmental
stages
(1)

Trust and mistrust.

(2)

Autonomy and shame.

(3)

Initiative and guilt.

(4)

Mastery and inferiority.

(5)

Identity and identity diffusion.

(6)

Intimacy and isolation.

(7)

Generativity and self-absorption.

(8)

Integrity and disgust.

Erikson proposes that every individual must pass
through these successive stages of personal development,
and must satisfactorily resolve the personal issues of each
stage, if he or she is to develop an emotionally healthy

personality.

That means if the needs of any one particular

stage of personal development are not adequately met, the

individual will not be ready to progress to the next
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successive stage.

.

For instance, if a child (at six
or seven)

fails to become actively involved
with the outside world and
fails to develop the skills needed to
master his or her environment, then the child will begin to
develop a feeling of
inferiority, rather than a sense of personal
industry and
mastery, while Erikson lists positive and
negative aspects
for each stage, he points out that failures
at one stage can

be rectified by successful active interventions
at a later

stage.

This is optimistic and useful news for educators

(Elkind, 1978)

.

Jean Piaget (1970) is another theorist who has con-

tributed significantly to psychological education.

Piaget's

stage theory of cognitive development has transformed the

thinking of how human intelligence develops and has been
called a veritable "revolution in learning"

(Pines, 1970)

Piaget has identified four major qualitative stages of

cognitive (or intellectual) development:
(1)

Sensory-motor (0-2 years)

(2)

Intuitive or pre-operational (2-7 years)

(3)

Concrete operations (7-11 years)

(4)

Formal operations (11-16 years)

Piaget developed his theory of cognitive stages by
asking children questions and cataloging their wrong responses.

For example, Piaget discovered that when he poured one

cup of water into a short, wide glass, and one cup of water

into a tall, thin glass, most five year old children insist

1
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there is more water in the tall glass.

stage of intelligence.

.

This is the intuitive

In the concrete stage of development,

the child becomes almost too "logical”
and is very literal-

minded, e.g.

"but you didn't say go to bed right now."

Piaget proposes that intelligence grows in
developmental
stages and that each stage is qualitively different
from the

other.

Thinking becomes distinctly transformed, like egg
to

caterpillar to cocoon to butterfly.

Piaget clearly believes

that activity is the key to full cognitive growth, i.e.

people must engage in appropriate activities to learn at each
stage

Lawrence Kolhberg (1969)

,

a

professor at Harvard,

developed a stage theory of moral development.

He began by

asking people how they would deal with difficult moral dilemmas.

He found that their answers fell into six distinct

categories
(1)

Obedience and punishment orientation.

(2)

Naive egotistical orientation,

(3)

Approval, pleasing and conformity orientation.

(4)

Duty and respect authority orientation.

(5)

Contractual-legalistic orientation.

(6)

Universal orientation.

Kolhberg has shown that moral character progresses through
this series of developmental stages.

These stages have been

found to be culture free, i.e. they devlop in the same

sequence regardless of culture or
sub-culture.

Like both

personal and cognitive stages, moral
stages of growth are
qualitatively different from one another.
Each reorganization represents a new comprehensive
understanding.
People

must pass through one stage of morality to
get to the next.
Moral maturity does not unfold automatically.
it is highly
influenced by thoughtful interactions and
responsibilities
with the environment.

That means without participation in

social interaction and interpersonal relationships,
people
at lower levels of moral maturity (Kolhberg,
1969)

.

More recently, Alschuler, Tamashiro and Weinstein
(1975)

have proposed a stage theory for self-knowledge.

Patterned after Piaget's stage theory of cognitive development, the self-knowledge theory attempts to extend the

constructs of how the external world is understood to how
the internal world is conceived.

By asking students to re-

call memorable events and cataloging the responses, four

distinct stages of self-knowledge can be identified:
(1)

Elemental self-knowledge.

(2)

Situational self-knowledge.

(3)

Internal patterns self-knowledge.

(4)

Process self-knowledge.

These stages seem to fit the developmental pattern.
Each stage is qualitatively different from the preceding
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stage.

Each represents a more comprehensive
reorganization
of ideas.
Each occurs in invariant sequence and
each is
age-related. The stages "roughly" correspond

to age groups,

i.e. elementary school (elemental),
secondary school (situational) , post-secondary (patterned) and
adult (process)

These theorists are now in the process of
designing active
classroom interventions to stimulate the development
of

self-knowledge (Weinstein

&

Marchesani, 1979)

If human growth is not automatic, what inhibits
its

development?

What holds criminal justice workers down?

Why

have so many previous attempts at police training failed?

When Fraunces (1977) conducted a teaching experiment with
290 in-service police officers he found "straight lecture"

and

group discussion" methods of training failed to demon-

strate any significant retention on the part of training

participants.

Fraunces suggests that "instructor credi-

bility" may be a key factor.

When Zacker (1972) designed an

experiential training program for conflict management, he
found the training did not significantly alter sensitivity,

alienation or cycicism in police officers.

Fike et al (1977)

suggests that faculty opposition and hostility towards

policing may be an inhibiting factor for police change in
the classroom.

Weiner (1976) suggests that education cannot

change attitudes which already exist.

He feels that the

police role as it presently exists (with its constant
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exposure to crime, violence and trouble)
may have a "leveling'
effect on education. Many have blamed
the negative environment (i.e. the rigid military atmosphere,
the stifling police
mystique, the lack of positive reinforcements)
for inhibiting
the growth and development of criminal
justice personnel
(Bard, 1969; Bennett, 1978; Dye

1974; Neil

&

&

Sansouci, 1974; Gluckstern,

Hecker, 1974; Sherman, 1978; Zacker, 1972).

The

problem then was to design a curriculum which was
potent
enough to counteract the negative factors that inhibit
human

development for criminal justice personnel.
The underlying assumptions about human development have

affected curriculum planning.
are

In review, these assumptions

:

(1)

Human beings have an innate drive to develop to

their fullest potential,
(2)

Psychologically healthy people are people who know

who and what they are
(3)

Fully functioning people can relate, interrelate

and communicate effectively, and
(4)

Human development is not an automatic process.

In retrospect,

the developmental theorist (Erikson,

Piaget, Kolhberg, Alschuler et al) have "revolutionized" our
ideas about curriculum development.

Because of this develop-

mental knowledge, the concept of human growth is no longer

confined to the early childhood years or to an analyst's
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couch.

Developmental theorists have demonstrated
that human
development Is an ongoing process. Human
development
does

not unfold automatically.

Human development requires

thoughtful interactions and active
responsibilities with
the environment.
The Need For Active Interventions

A review of the research that has been done
in classroom environments provides clues for effective
curriculum
development.

The literature shows that the most promising

attempts to educate for personal development have resulted
from a direct and active modification of "standard" curriculum.
(1965)

and Alschuler (1970) have developed

a unique set of classroom activities which allows students

to directly experience the consequences of their own be-

havior.

In the "ring toss" game, students adjust their

position to a target on the floor and earn different points
for close or distant "ringers."

In this way the students

examine their own risk taking and decision-making processes.
The teacher's job is to help students see the relationship

between how they make decisions in the classroom and how
they deal with important decisions outside of the classroom.
The researchers have found that successful decision makers:
(1)

compete with a standard of excellence in mind,

moderate risks, and

(3)

utilize concrete feedback.

(2)

take
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McClelland and Alschuler found they
could actually teach
students to acquire these successful
achiever characteristics

When Terry Barton and Norman Newberg
were working on
the Philadelphia Project on Affective
Education (Gollub,
they developed a series of role-playing
and improvisa
tion techniques designed (1) to get
the students actively
rnvolved with learning more about themselves
as people, and
(2) to train classroom teachers in
experiential methods.
1971)

,

Students experienced activities (e.g. "blindwalk"
and "mirroring") and examined their styles of personal
reaction and
interaction.

Results were most encouraging:

Students in

the affective classes perceived the classroom
atmosphere in
a more positive manner.

They perceived themselves in a more

positive manner, too, reporting greater feelings of selfcontrol and self-direction.

These students showed improve-

ment in self-understanding, interpersonal competence and

problem-solving abilities.

Teachers were able to learn to

use a wide variety of affective teaching methods.

Mosher and Sprinthall (1971) have developed

different approach to psychological education.

a

somewhat

High school

psychology students learn "adult roles" (teacher, counselor
and nursery school worker) by actually experiencing the res-

ponsibility of educating other people.

Program evaluation

indicates that teenagers can learn "adult" skills quite
successfully.

A series of measure was administered to
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assess the teenager's personal
growth.

.

Students in the

experimental classrooms (l.e. those
who had direct experience with responsiblity) were
rated at higher levels of
"psychological maturity" and "moral
maturity" (per Kolhberg
scales)
These students were "less stereotyped"
.

in their

thinking.

They felt more mature, more at
ease with adults,
more confident, and better able to
communicate.

Affective education has also been well
received by
police officers.
Zacker (1972) found that recruits

judged
an affective-experiential training
program "more worthwhile"
for police officers.
Fraunces (1977) believes that police

officers are usually pragmatic and need to "try
things out."
He suggests educators find methods where practical
inter-

personal skills can be extracted from the social sciences
and taught on a "behavioral level."

Some researchers have had positive results utilizing

experiential techniques with police officers.

Price and

Adelberg (1977) designed a police supervisory training program utilizing lectures, audio-visual presentations and group

problem-solving exercises.

They found that participant

attitudes improved on a cluster of traits called "leadership

initiative," although a second cluster, "leadership maturity"
showed no significant improvement.

May and Rarick (1977)

designed a training program to increase effective interventions in drug overdose situations.

They found that live and

videotaped role plays are effective training techniques for
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increasing police information
about proper treatment of
drug
overdose situations and for
changing police attitudes
toward
drug users. Bennett (1978),
after exposing criminal
justice
masters level students to an
experiential course, which included role playing, values
clarification and microcounseling, found that police officers
could not only develop warm
inter-personal relationships, but could
become introspective
and Identify the "police mystique"
which holds them down.
Bennett (1979) redesigned the human
development course to
include a number of active techniques
(role playing, values
clarification, assertiveness training,
microcounseling) in
an attempt to move criminal justice students
from a passive

state of identification to a more active state
of human

development.

Bennett found that students who participated

in the human development course

(as

compared to controls)

had significantly changed their perceptions of themselves
and their relationships with other people.

In this blind

study (the subjects were unaware that research was related
to the human development course)

,

students saw themselves as

less aggressive and more assertive; as less following and

more initiating, and as less suspicious and more trusting.

Bennett suggests that a number of affective-experiential
teaching methods, active interventions, and behavioral

practice which extends beyond the classroom are needed to
promote human development.
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Need For A Mult i-Pimensional
Approach
AS we reviewed the literature,
it was important to
keep the goals of the human
development course in mind.

We

were attempting to create a human
development course for
criminal justice personnel which not
only would promote
personal and interpersonal development
in the classroom,
but would provide students with
"take-home" skills to be
utilized when the course was over.
We had assumed that psychologically
healthy people

know who and what they are and that they can
communicate
effectively with other people. We were attempting
to

(1)

promote personal development through increased
self-knowledge and values clarification, and

(2)

to promote inter-

personal development through the acquisition of communication skills.

It appeared then that human development was a

multi-dimensional affair (involving both intra personal and
inter personal processing)

and that we must find teaching

methods which can effectively combine both the intra personal and inter personal dimensions.

With this in mind, we

looked at three teaching systems to incorporate into the

human development curriculum;

self-knowledge education,

values clarification and communication training.
1.

Self-Knowledge Education.

A review of literature shows that numerous philosophers
and clinitions have elaborated on and theorized about the
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concept of self-knowledge.

literature written.

.

There have been reams of

Self-knowledge has been referred to

by many different terms, e.g.
"self-concept," "self-understanding," "insight," "self-awareness,"
"consciousness
raising," etc.

Fortunately, some people have undertaken

the arduous task of consolidating this
tremendous amount of

information.

Ruth Wylie (1960) reviewed over 500 articles

dealing with self-knowledge.

Victor Raimy (1971) continued

this work from a psychological point of view.

Raimy

's

work

provides an impressive assessment of self-knowledge theory.
He pooled various thoughts,

theories and research articles

in an attempt to synthesize generic ideas from a number of

seemingly incompatible sources.

Raimy demonstrates that

even when Kurt Koffka writes about "ego," Gordon Allport
about "consciousness of self," and Maslow about "self-

actualization," in general most theorists are exploring the
similar idea of self-concept or self-knowledge.

Raimy

suggests that self-concept is a "central controlling factor"

which needs to be better understood if we are to understand
human behavior and provide services to facilitate human
growth
Hopkins (1974) provided more valuable information when
he reviewed the concept of self-knowledge from an educational

perspective.

Hopkins traces the definition of self-knowledge

"from Descartes to developmental theory."

From Hopkins'
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work, other researchers have gone on to develop
an opera-

tional definition for self-knowledge.
and Weinstein (1975)

,

Alschuler, Tamashiro,

while working on a self-knowledge

education project, recognized that Hopkins' definitions of
self-knowledge fell into three distinct categories.
^ris^lysis

Further

revealed that these three distinct categories

represent three distinct phases of self-knowledge:

(1)

person experiences feelings, sensations, and actions,

a

(2)

the person utilizes a mental process to translate his or

her experience, and

(3)

the person is able to verbally

describe a personal theory about his or her own experience,
its causes, implications and significance.

Utilizing this

information, Alschuler, Tamashiro and Weinstein created a
"guided experience recall" instrum^ent designed to collect
these descriptive personal theories.

By developing a

symbolic coding system to analyze individual responses, the

researchers were able to develop a test to identify and

measure self-knowledge development.

With this information

available, the researchers designed teaching strategies to

increase self-knowledge.

Weinstein (1976) developed

a unique

teaching system to

promote self-knowledge in the college classroom.

teaching device is called the "trumpet."

This

It is actually a

series of personal process questions which students ask them-

selves about themselves.

The information gained via the
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trumpet enables students to identify
and manage their own
personal patterns of behavior. Students
work together to
help each other clarify patterns of
personal behavior.
Weinstein hopes to show that the "trumpet"
can be utilized
to promote stage development in
self-knowledge.
Alschuler, Phillips and Weinstein (1978) have
pilot
tested a self-knowledge drug education course
for senior
high school students. The purpose of this
course was to

help students make sense of their experiences with
drugs and
to expand their self-knowledge capacities.

Before the course

began, most students were found to be in the "situational"

stage of self-knowledge.

After exposure to self-knowledge

education strategies, post testing found students to be
entering a

"

trans-situational identity"

and Weinstein, 1978)

(Alschuler, Phillips,

.

Further experimentation with the self-knowledge model
of education seemed to be justified.

Research findings have

indicated that classroom experiences can be utilized to

facilitate self-knowledge.

The self-knowledge model of edu-

cation allows students to work together and the "trumpet"
seems to inherently incorporate both values processing and

practice with "non- judgmental" communication skills.

The

trumpet process questions also provide students with a portable system of self-knowledge which could be utilized when
the human development course had ended.
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Values Clarification.

2.

Values clarification is another teaching
system which
has been utilized to promote self-knowledge
in a classroom
setting.

The idea of values education was first
recognized

by Louis Raths.

Raths proposed that there were several sub-

processes that an individual goes through to attain
full
value clarity. He identified these subprocesses as:

(1)

identifying alternatives,

(2)

thoughtfully considering the

consequences of these alternatives,
alternatives,

(4)

(3)

choosing freely from

prizing one's values or beliefs,

lically affirming one's beliefs,
one's beliefs, and finally

(7)

(6)

(5)

pub-

acting repeatedly on

behaving in a consistent

pattern in accordance with one's beliefs.
Raths, along with some other educators, began to create
a values approach to education.

The object of values clar-

ification was to teach students the process of valuing so
that they could become clearer about their own personal
values.

Since the publication of Values and Teaching (Raths,

Harmin, and Simon (1966)

,

a number of values clarification

strategies have been developed to promote value clarity.
Simon, Howe and Kirschenbaum (1972) have created a wealth of

values exercises for classroom use.
(1979)

have created an annual handbook of values activities

to be utilized by group facilitators.
(1974)

Pheiffer and Jones

Morrison and Underhill

have developed values exercises for use when teaching

human sexuality.

Jack Canfield (1976) has designed values
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strategies to build positive self-concept
in the classroom.
Many more books are now available
on both classroom strategies for values clarification (Alschuler,
Tabor & MacIntyre,
1970; Hawley, 1975; Sax & Holander,
1972; Simon,
1974;

Stanford, 1976) and curriculum guidelines
for values clarification (Chase, 1975; Harmin, Kirshenbaum &
Simon,

Superka et al, 1976; Timmerman, 1975).

1974;

Since its inception,

the values clarification approach has been
utilized widely

by both educators and people in the helping professions
(Kirschenbaum, 1976)

Many teachers, parents and counselors have applauded
the use of values clarification.

Others have criticized the

approach as being "hedonistic," "superficial" and "devoid of
any cogent theoretical base" probably because values clari-

fication is "gamey" and "fun"

(Kirschenbaum, 1976

)

For

example, if a teacher wishes to have students begin to identify what is important to them, she or he might ask students,

"If your house were on fire and you could retrieve

only three things, what three items would you choose to
save?"

After the students have made their choices, the

teacher would help them clarify the values inherent in those
choices.

For example, a person who chooses to save a check-

book, household records and money, probably has a different

value orientation than the person who chooses to save a

photo album, a basketball trophy and a stamp collection.

Howard Kirschenbaum (1976) discusses the most frequent
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criticisms of values clarification in an
article called
"Clarifying Values Clarification."
this same

m

article,

Kirschenbaum reviews more recent studies on
values clarification and offers his own expanded concept
of the valuing
process. Kirschenbaum says that values
clarification

is far

more than clarifying students' values.

He believes the

values clarification approach helps students develop
new
values and purposeful value systems.

Kirschenbaum feels

that values clarification can help students to learn
pi^ocess which can be utilized for life.

a

The values

clarification approach seems attractive then for criminal
justice personnel who are continually bombarded with values

descisions (Sherman, 1978)
If we were to consider the values clarification ap-

proach as a teaching system for crim.inal justice personnel,
we needed to examine the research results.

Early research

studies have been criticized for poor experimental design.
The size of the populations studied were usually quite small.
The controls were rarely adequate, and the measurements were

often less than "scientific."

The proponents of values

clarification have tended to focus on developing new values
strategies rather than collecting research data.

More re-

cently, as graduate students have chosen to explore the

values clarification approach, and drug abuse educators have

chosen to utilize values activities, studies have become
more concerned with demonstrating sound empirical results.
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While most values research has
been done on school
children, a few studies have been
reported on a college-age
population. Marilyn Kaufman (1974)
studied undergraduate
women.
She compared the effectiveness
of (1) one-to-one
career counseling, (2) group career
counseling utilizing
values clarification techniques, and
(3) no class or counseling.
The students who participated in the
values clarification group reported significant gains
in self-knowledge
and the ability to plan activities to seek
further career
information.

Wilgoren (1973) did a study to compare two values
clarification approaches (Raths and Oliver)

.

consisted of undergraduate student teachers.

His population

Wilgoren found

no significant difference between the Raths and the Oliver

approaches.

Both groups of students showed positive changes

in self-concept and self-acceptance.

Osman (1974) used fifteen values clarification strategies to teach eighty-eight student teachers.

He found a

significant difference between their "self-actualization"
scores on a pre and post exam.

Almost fifty percent of

these students reported they had become "more involved with
the values process."

Over eighty percent claimed a "greater

awareness" of their own values systems.
As research evidence accumulates, it appears that

values clarification is a useful tool for psychoeducation.
This approach allows students to explore who and what they

are and encourages students to communicate
that information
to other people.

Values clarification is a flexible approach

which can easily be incorporated into a human
development
curriculum.

The idea of values clarification seems particu-

larly important for criminal justice personnel.

The National

Advisory Commission on Higher Education for Police Officers
has emphasized that police serve competing value systems
in

almost everything they do.

They have recommended that cur-

riculum for police address itself to the "complex moral
and "values choices" that police officers must

*^ilsinma

make every day (Sherman, 1978).

Communications Training

3.

.

We had already demonstrated the need for criminal

justice personnel to learn effective communication skills
(Chapter

I)

.

The next step was to select a training approach

which could do the job effectively.
Truax,

(1965)

pioneered in the effort of training people

to communicate more effectively.

He was the first researcher

to identify how relationships are facilitated.

After identi-

fying the qualities that differentiate between successful
and unsuccessful therapists
ness)

,

Carkhuff and Truax,

(e.g. warmth, empathy, genuine(1965)

created a didactic exper-

iential model to teach lay people to recognize the presence
or absence of facilitating qualities.

The researchers

hoped that the trainees could learn to incorporate these
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'facilitating" qualities into their own behavior.

.

Carkhuff

and Berenson (1967) attempted to further program instruction
by simplifying the helping process as much as possible.

They devised a five point scale to measure from high empathy
a level five where the communicator demonstrates sen-

(i.e.

sitivity to both expressed and underlying feelings)

,

to low

empathy (i.e. level one where the communicator ignores or

misunderstands the feelings of the other)

.

In this method,

trainees are presented with a few simple "facilitating conditions".

They then are asked to listen to taped excerpts

to learn to discriminate between facilitative and non-

facilitative responses.

Next, trainees practice responding

until they, themselves, can demonstrate facilitative qualities.

Over the years, Carkhuff (1971, 1972, 1973, 1976)

has continued to develop teaching methods in an attempt to

create a "technology of human communication."
Since Trauax's first attempt at systematic training, a

number of programs have evolved that are designed to teach
the dimensions of successful human interaction.

Kagan and

Krathwohl (1967) developed the Interpersonal Process Recall
Method (IPR) of Training.

helper-helpee interview.

Videotapes are used to film a
Later the film is viewed while an

"inquirer" helps both the counselor and counselee to under-

stand and evaluate the experience.

Emphasis is on active

involvement as the trainees also learn the role of "inquiree
so they can in turn coach others in the IPR method.
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Egan (1975) devised a model for systematic helping and

interpersonal relating.

His "developmental model" of help-

ing identifies three stages of goal-directed counseling,

responding to the client and client self-exploration,

(1)

(2)

integrative understanding and dynamic self-understanding and
,

(3)

facilitating action.

Trainees move from the simplest

skills, such as attending, to the most complex skills, such
as the elaboration of action in collaboration with the client.

Reinforcement and practice are emphasized through practice
groups.

Skills for each stage are explained, demonstrated,

practiced and evaluated.
Ivey (1968) developed a productive approach to communi-

cations training called microcounseling.

This "micro-train-

ing" approach has served to "demystify" the counseling or

"helping" process by identifying distinct behavioral com-

ponents that underlie effective communication.

These dis-

tinct behavorial components (attending behavior, open-ended

questions, minimal encouragements, paraphrasing, reflection
of feeling and summarization)

are taught to training par-

ticipants through a series of mini-interview sessions.
(or
Trainees read about, hear about, and see a video-taped

live)

demonstration of the specific skill to be developed.

and
Students conduct their own mini-interview sessions

practice each skill with fellow students.

Trainees then

specific bereview their video taped interviews (and/or
and to
havioral counts) to evaluate their performance
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incorporate constructive feedback given by other students
and the instructor.
The microcounseling approach has an impressive research

history of effective delivery.

(Gluckstern, 1972, 1973;

Hasse and DiMattia, 19 70; Ivey, 196 8; Ivey andAuthier, 19 78;

Kerrebrock
(19 70)

.

,

1971; Moreland, Phillips, Ivey and Lockhart,

The microcounseling approach has also been impres-

sively effective with a diverse population of people, e.g.
social workers, counselors, nursing personnel, medical students, college students

,

disadvantaged students, older people,

court workers, in-patients and out-patients.

Bennett (1979),

Ivey and Authier (1978), and Savicki (1975) have used micro-

counseling successfully with criminal justice personnel.

Microcounseling has been shown to be a highly effective

method for producing rapid behavior change in trainees
and Authier, 1978)

.

(Ivey

Some studies indicate that micro-

counseling participants have retained their microcounseling
abilities up to six months and one year later (Gluckstern,
1972, 1973; Scroggins

&

Ivey, 1976).

However, Ivey and

Authier (1978) stress the need for competency-based "demonstrable" performance to ensure later retention.

They advo-

cate a "do-use-teach" approach whereby students not only

learn to demonstrate the "helping" skills

,

but are en-

couraged to teach their skills to other people.
Research also shows that there is little distinction

between skills needed for effective counseling and skills
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needed for effective living (Carkhuff
Lewis

&

Lewis, 1977; Parker, 1975).

&

Trauax, 1965;

it seemed then that

microcounseling would be a potent addition to
for human development.

.

a

curriculum

Skills could be taught on a concrete,

behavioral level and transferred out into the "real" world
as students left the classroom.

Towards Synergistic Human Development

Psychoeducational courses often emphasize a single

approach to human development training (e.g. values clarification courses, eduation of self courses, microcounseling

training courses)

,

yet we know that human development is a

multi-dimensional phenomenon involving both intra- and interpersonal processing.

It was hoped that the blending of

values clarification, self-knowledge education and micro-

counseling training would produce a more synergistic form
of human development.

It was hoped that the various ap-

proaches would serve to interact, reinforce, magnify and

build upon each other.
Some researchers have begun to support this view of a

more synergistic curriculum.

Kirschenbaum (1976) suggests

that many of the psychoeducational approaches presently

utilized are really not separate systems and that the theory
and research that presently exists to support any one of

these approaches could probably be utilized to support them
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Kirschenbaum believes an important focus for future

studies is to investigate how the various psychoeducational

approaches can be more effectively sequenced, adapted and

combined so that we can utilize and increase our knowledge
of the nature of human growth.

Sprinthall (1975)

,

after

reviewing the major impediments to research in affective
and counselor education, has suggested a model for research

particularly designed to assess developmental change in
students.

Sprinthall suggests that educational research

has actually become "functionally autonomous" from the

practice of education.

He suggests that we must try a

"variety" of "deliberate" interventions in the "natural"

classroom setting to overcome this phenomenon.

Since no

single valid measure of psychoeducational development exists,

Sprinthall suggests that researchers use a number of assess-

ment devices.

In this study the stage of self-knowledge

development, the growth of self-actualizing values and behaviors, and the microcounseling ability of criminal justice

students was measured.

Summary
We have reviewed key studies which have been done with

criminal justice personnel.
have emphasized the negative.

It was noted that many studies

We have presented four basic

assumptions about human development which allow a more
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positive prognosis for the development
of criminal justice
personnel. We have utilized the knowledge
gained

from this

review to design a curriculum to promote
positive human
growth and to utilize human potential in
criminal

justice

students
The first assumption presented about human
development

was that all human beings possess a universal
drive to

develop to their fullest potential.

It was assumed that the

negative working environment of the criminal justice
setting
serves to inhibit the innate drive for competence in many

criminal justice personnel.

Research suggests that potent,

active classroom interventions are needed to offset this

stifling environment and to elicit untapped human potential.

A second assumption about human development was that

psychologically healthy people know who and what they are
about, i.e. they are aware of their values and their per-

sonal patterns of behavior.

Research has shown that many

students, including criminal justice students, are capable
of such psychological introspection, and that values clar-

ification and self-knowledge education can effectively be
fostered via a classroom environment.

It was suggested

that these active teaching techniques be utilized in the

human development course to help criminal justice students
learn more about who and what they are.
A third assumption about human growth and development

was presented.

This assumption was that fully functioning
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people know how to relate, interrelate and cominunicate

effectively with other people.

Research suggests that there

is little distinction between counseling skills
and effect-

ive living skills and that both can be taught effectively
in the classroom.

It was suggested that the active micro-

counseling approach be utilized to train criminal justice
students in human development.
A fourth and final assemption about human development

was presented.

Most theorists agree that human development

does not unfold spontaneously, i.e. human development is

not an automatic process.

Most research indicates that

human development can best be fostered via active classroom

involvement and interventions which extend beyond the classroom.

It was noted that self-knowledge education, values

clarification and microcounseling training are all active
teaching methods which demand student involvement and which
can be successfully extended beyond the classroom environment.

Finally, it was suggested that human development is a

multi-dimensional process which requires both personal and
interpersonal development.

It was suggested that self-knowl-

edge education, values clarification and microcounseling be

combined in an effort to include both the personal and

interpersonal dynamics of human development.

It was suggest-

ed that a multi-faceted approach may make better use of
the knowledge we do have about human development and may
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serve to create a more synergistic curriculum
for effective
human growth.
The human development course for criminal
justice

personnel in this study consists of fifteen, three-hour

workshops designed to facilitate both personal and
interpersonal development.

knowledge education,

Three training systems
(2)

(1)

values clarification, and

self(3)

microcounseling were adapted, sequenced, and combined in
order to enhance and build upon what we know about facil-

itating human growth from the classroom.

CHAPTER

III

RATIONALE AND DESIGN FOR THE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
COURSE
The purpose of this chapter is to explain
the rationale

behind the curriculum planning of the human
development
course designed to promote both personal and
interpersonal
growth for students of criminal justice.
The chapter begins by exploring how a group (or classroom)

experience can be used as a vehicle for personal growth.

In this section, major themes of group theory and research
^^oted and discussed.

Conditions which have been shown

to foster individual and group growth are listed as compon-

ents which have been built into the human development

durriculum.

Theoretical assumptions about human development (docu-

mented in Chapter

II)

are presented and an explanation is

given as to how these assumptions have been incorporated
into the course curriculum.

A five year history of the human development course is
presented.

Initial classroom atmosphere is described.

A

year-by-year explanation of the rationale utilized for curriculum change and development is given.

The yearly curric-

ulum changes reflect how assumptions about human development,
and how the conditions which facilitate personal growth, have

been incorporated into the curriculum.
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Over the years
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teaching methods have been adopted
(e.g. microcounseling,
values clarification, journal
writing, outside involvements,
understanding perception and male/female
stereotyping,

asser-

tiveness training, etc.) to enhance
the effectiveness of the
course.
The results of these curriculum
changes are documented by research articles which have
grown out of the
huinan d©VGlopinGnt coursG.

th© d©tail©d cuiririculuin of th© cours©
is

d©scrib©d.

Curriculum goals, r©sourc© books, and b©havioral

r©quir©m©nts ar© giv©n.

Each of th© fift©©n thr©©-hour

SGSsions is d©scrib©d as th©y w©r© pr©s©nt©d to
criminal
justic© master's
justice
mastGr's l©v©l stud©nts for this diss©rtation proj©ct

Session

1:

Introductions

Session

2:

Values Clari fi cat ion/Microcouns© ling

Session

3:

Lif© Lin©s/Att©nding Behavior

Session

4:

Perceptions/Rol© Playing Perspectives

Session

5

:

Assertive Behavior

Session

6

:

Personal Plans/Maslow

'

s

Motivations/Asking

Open Questions

Session

7;
7:

The Trumpet:

Session

8:

Forest Fantasy/Transactional Analysis

Session 9:
9

Reflection of Feelings/Sexual Card Drawing

:

Session 10

A Tool for Self-Growth

:

Peak Work Fantasy/Paraphrasing

Session 11:

Choosing Groups/Choosing Patterns

Session 12:

Pattern Recall

Session 13:

Crusher Identif ication/Densiti zation/

1
—
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Experimentation
Session 15:

Experimental Reports/Future Pattern
Plans

Theoretic al Assumptions for Growth
We have already elaborated on
assumptions about human

development (Chapter

II)

.

what we know about human growth

has influenced the planning of this
human development curriculum.
Chapter III demonstrates how these assumptions
about

human development have been embedded within
curriculum design.
Assumptions about conditions which facilitate
growth and

development have also served as guides in curriculum
planning
and have reinforced changes that have occurred
each
year.

Much of what we know about personal growth comes from

work done with small groups of people.

The idea of utilizing

groups as a vehicle for change and personal growth originated

with Kurt Lewin in the 1930

's.

Lewin's experiments were

aimed at utilizing group involvement (rather than lecture or

individualized instruction) to promote a change in personal
and interpersonal behavior.

When Lewin demonstrated that the

group involvement method could influence people to buy

cheaper cuts of meat and could increase work productivity,
people began to take notice.

A few years later, some ex-

citing new group teaching methods evolved.

When Lewin met

with Kenneth Benne, Leland Bradford and Ronald Lippitt in New
Britain, Conn.

(1946)

to conduct an educational workshop,

the T group concept was born.

A year later, the National
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Training Laboratory (NTL) was founded in
Bethel, Maine and
first T groups, or training groups, were
conducted. As
the years went by, clinically oriented staff
gave greater

attention to intro- and inter-personal behavior and
more
emphasis was placed on human relations and personal
growth
laboratories (Benne et al

,

1975)

Over the years professional observers have studied
groups in an effort to develop the theoretical underpinnings

and conceptual frameworks that could help explain the nature
of working groups.

This knowledge has influenced the plan-

ning of the human development curriculum and will be
reviewed here
Many researchers have studied the process elements (or
stages)

in a group's development to better understand how

group experience can be utilized as an educational vehicle
for change and personal growth

Bales

(Banet, 1976; Bales, 1950;

Stodtheck, 1957; Bennis

&

Shepard, 1956; Bion, 1948;

Kahn, 1974; Mills, 1964; Napier

&

Gershenfeld, 1973; Schultz,

1967;

&

Stock

&

Tuckman, 1965)

Thelen, 1955; Thelen, 1954; Theodersen, 1953;
.

An overview of this group development theory

suggests that most groups go through a similar process.

This

is valuable information for the classroom instructor.

It has been discovered that most groups go through a

period of initial "sniffing out" and "testing."

Individuals

come to a group with their own unique histories, experiences

and perceptions and each "tests the water" in his or her own
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.

As members become acclimated, they
bein to display

more personal roles and behaviors.

Individuals begin to

deal with patterns of leadership,
inclusion, power and acceptance.
Polarization and confrontation can occur.
People thus
tend to draw together and the group becomes
a more smoothly

working unit.

At this stage there are subtle pressures not

to raise new problems that would shake the
new- founded har-

mony.

Here the group attempts to satisfy its individual

members and at the same time tries to maintain its sense
of
groupness" or "oneness."

People are less confrontive, less

formal and less competitive.

There is an increase in

sharing, openness, self-disclosure and intimacy.

As group

members learn about their process, they become more adept
at recognizing and dealing with emerging conflict before

deterioration sets in.

As the group matures, it continues

to process and resolve tension as it develops.

After each

"recycling" a greater sense of trust, openness and intimacy
is established.

In theory then, both individuals and the

group have more "space to grow."
Cohen and Smith (1976) have developed the simplest and

most functional stage theory.

They have proposed a concep-

tual model of group growth and development which is based

upon the evolution and emergence of common "critical incidents" which "invariably" occur during the beginning, middle
and end phases of every group's life.

Cohen and Smith

believe that if educators have an understanding of these
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salient incidents, this knowledge can
help the group
facilitator, or teacher, to select appropriate

state inter-

ventions.

Cohen and Smith say that interventions made
in
the beginning of a group's life should
be more general and
superficial. As a climate of trust and sharing is

created,

interventions can then be made on a more interpersonal
level,
dealing with the underlying motivation and feeling.
The

latter part of the middle phase (according to Cohen and
Smith)

calls for more experiential, or one-to-one encounters

between group members.

Finally, Cohen and Smith suggest

late interventions be made at the group level, with simulta-

neous emphasis on intra-personal processing.

These ideas

about group development have been used to help select ap-

propriate group activities to incorporate into the curriculum throughout the human development semester.

Researchers have explored what effects group experience
has had on individual group members

(Benne et al, 1975;

Horwitz and Cartwright, 1953; House, 1967; Kerman, 1963;
McKeachie, 1954; Parker, 1975; Stock, 1964).

The most com-

prehensive study on group effectiveness was conducted by
Lieberman, Yalom and Miles (1973)

.

Two hundred ten college

students (as part of the Program on Race and Prejudice at

Stanford University) were randomly assigned to 18 different
training groups.

Sixteen experienced leaders, representing

nine different theoretical viewpoints, were chosen to lead
the groups.

A variety of measurements were taken to record
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any changes and developments in individual
members and in
group climate or process. Measurements
included ratings
made by participants, leaders and friends
of participants.

Instruments included personality questionnaires
and attitude
check lists (both towards group leaders and
the group experience)

.

Analysis of data showed that the majority (over 60%) of
group participants viewed their group learning experience
as
positive.

Six months later, 10% to 20% were less enthusias-

tic about their positive change.

The most stable areas of

change were in "values" and "attitudes of the self."

Par-

ticipants (as compared to non-participants) saw themselves
as

"more lenient" and more "change and growth oriented."

Behavioral changes were less stable.

Leaders seemed to be

most enthusiastic about individual change, although only 77%
of the participants were identified as "high learners."

Information about high learners is important.

High learners

were found to have changed in their methods of relating to
others and in their sense of self-esteem and personal worth.

High learners reported having a greater respect and tolerance for other people and claimed to have learned more

effective "diagnostic" and "coping" skills.

The high

learners also placed a higher value on "insight" and "under-

standing."

(Lieberman, Yalom and Miles, 1973).

Review of

the Lieberman study reflects two findings which are
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important when utilizing group experience
as an educational
tool for personal growth:
(1) Cognitive factors
play an

important "if not crucial" part in
experiential learning,
and (2) the ways in which group members
affect each other
in a group are just as important to the
outcome
as the

leader's behavior.
An important emphasis in group literature has
been the

attempt to identify the conditions that facilitate individual and group growth.

After reviewing the many variables

which have been listed separately by

a

nember of theorists

(Bradford, 1975; Culbert, 1972; Gibb, 1972; Golden, 1972;

Klein, 1972; Napier and Gershenfeld, 1973)

these variables

can be consolidated into six general conditions that are

believed to be facilitative of individual and group growth,
(1)

climate (i.e. a warm, open, trusting learning environ-

ment)

,

(2)

actively involved participants,

levels of tension for the participants,

(4)

(3)

appropriate

facilitators

who care and who provide a cognitive translation of the
learning experience,

(5)

and collaboration, and

the use of non- judgmental feedback

(6)

a

plan for continued change when

the group experience has ended.

These conditions become

important when planning an education experience to promote
human growth and development.

They have influenced the

planning of the human development curriculum.
Before presenting the history of the human development
curriculum, it is important to review the assumptions about
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human development so as to better demonstrate
how these
basic assumptions have become a part of the
curriculum content.

The first assumption that was presented about
human

development was that human beings have an innate drive to
develop to their fullest potential.

This assumption was

especially important to keep in mind as curriculum was
criminal justice personnel.

We have learned

that the work environment for most people in the criminal

justice setting is a negative one.

Job tasks and peer

pressures serve to maintain a rigid status quo and work to

inhibit knowledge gained from educational settings.

Often,

attempts made towards personal growth and effectiveness go

unnoticed, or get shot down by superiors and peers.
In light of this knowledge, the human development cur-

riculum was designed to trigger the innate drive for growth
by utilizing active classroom experiences which
a warm,

supportive classroom environment,

(2)

(1)

create

build a sense

of group trust, cooperation and cohesiveness, and

(3)

students to safely talk about who and what they are.
groups are utilized throughout the semester.

allow

Small

In the begin-

ning, small groups help break down nervous inhibition.

This allows students to discover each other in ways that
are genuine and positive.

Towards the end of the semester,

small groups help students to build a sense of trust and

commitment so that the need for personal growth can come to
the surface and be reinforced.

A second assumption held about human development was
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that psychologically healthy people are
people who know who
and what they are.
This means that a good course in human

development needs to include the means by which
students can
learn about their personal value systems, and
about how and
why they do the things they do. With this
personal
goal in

mind, a number of values clarification exercises
(e.g. lifelines, sexual card drawing) were incorporated into the

curriculum to
trospective

(a

(1)

help students become more personally in-

foreign word to most beginning criminal

justice students) and

(2)

to help students understand how

their personal values influence most of what they do, in-

cluding how they respond to other people.
To further facilitate the goal for personal development,

students are asked to create role plays which simulate the

criminal justice environment.

They are also asked to partic-

ipate in experiential exercises which are designed to in

-

crease their knowledge of the other person's perspective.

A series of personal process questions (i.e. the trumpet)
helps students to ask clarifying questions about themselves.
The structure of the trumpet process provides students with
a cognitive base for understanding self-knowledge.

The

trumpet process serves to consolidate and organize bits of
personal knowledge into a more comprehensive self-knowledge
theory.

Towards the end of the semester, students work

together to help each other clarify dysfunctional patterns
of behavior and to help each other organize plans for change.
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A third assumption about human development
was discussed.

This assumption states that fully functioning
people can relate, inter-relate and communicate effectively
with other

people.

To facilitate this goal for interpersonal develop-

ment, a microcounseling format was incorporated into the

human development curriculum.

The microcounseling format

allows students to practice specific communication skills
(e.g.

attending behavior, open-ended questions, paraphras-

ing, etc.)

students

(1)

while it provides a structure within which
can process personal issues in a non-threaten-

ing atmosphere,

(2)

can learn to utilize "helping" statements

when relating to other people, and

(3)

can have an opportun-

ity to assist fellow students with personal issues of concern.
To reinforce the interpersonal side of human develop-

ment, students are asked to meet on a weekly basis with an

outside, or "contact" person, and to practice the skills

they have learned in the classroom.

Students are asked to

keep a record of their personal thoughts and "outside" experiences, in journal form, to share with the instructor.
These personal journals provide a link between internal and

external classroom learning.

The journals also provide an

opportunity for the instructor to carry on

a

one-to-one

"conversation" with the students through the weekly journal

correspondence
The final assumption presented about human development

was that it was not a process which unfolds automatically.
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Human development needs lots of help from the
environment.
That means active classroom interventions are needed
which
are appropriate to the development desired.

Since human

development is a multi-dimensional affair, curriculum has
been designed to encourage both personal and interpersonal
growth, both in and out of the classroom.

Values clarifi-

cation, exercises, role plays, practice with microcounseling

skills and assertive behavior, and personal pattern identification, all help to keep students actively involved in the

process of becoming.

Weekly contacts outside of the class-

room, weekly practice with microcounseling and assertive

behavior, and experiments for personal change, all help to

extend knowledge beyond the classroom.

As will be seen in

the history of this course curriculum, m.any facets of human

development have been adapted, sequenced and combined in an
attempt to create a more synergistic curriculum.
History of the Human Development Course
Year #1

:

When the human development course was first

presented to criminal justice master's level students (80%
of whom were police officers)

in the fall of 1976, the

instructor learned a great deal,

She learned that police

officers, as research had suggested, can be dogmatic, closedminded, uninitiating, cynical, conservative and suspicious.

Initially, students reacted to the human development

course as if it were a foreign language.

The course seemed
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unusual.

The terminology was strange.

.

Words like being,

feeling and introspection elicited
looks of puzzlement.
Students kept asking about grades and
textbooks and exams.
When told there would be no exams in the
course, they became
suspicious, "Well, what
we have to do?" when told they

^

would have to be themselves in the classroom they
were
worried. When told they would be asked to interact

with

other members of the class in an open and honest way,
they
were more worried.

When asked to find an outside "contact"

person to relate to each week, they were horrified.

One

police officer stayed after class to claim he was not capable of such personal interactions, holding onto his chair
so tightly that his knuckles turned white.

In general. Stu-

dents seemed to have a hard time getting into things, just

relaxing and being themselves.

Once, when the instructor

had asked students to call out their names and then move to
the center of the room to participate in an "experiential"

exercise, she turned to discover that each man had lined up
in rigid formation, as if a police role had been called.

That first year the human development course began

basically as a microcounseling course.

A sprinkling of

values clarification exercises had been added to "warm-up"

students for participation in mini-microcounseling sessions.
It was soon discovered that criminal justice people needed

lots more than simple warm-up exercises to become receptive

and to get down to the business of relating to each other in
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a genuine way.

.

The microcounseling format by
itself was not

enough for criminal justice workers.

Instead of practicing

attending behavior, they told war stories
and talked about
news events, sports, or the weather,
looking attentive only
when the instructor came near.
The instructor had to reconnoiter.

right-to-lifer addressing
to reevaluate.

She felt like a

a group of abortionists.

She had

The instructor decided that openness and

honest confrontation (in keeping with the course objectives)
were needed if students were to begin to develop themselves
as people.

She decided to test the first assumption about

human development/ i.e. that all people do possess an innate
drive to grow.

She began to confront and challenge students

in a warm and supportive way.

Confrontations occurred in

open classroom discussions and in personal journals.

The

students were asked to drop social masks and risk being

themselves

/

at least in the human development classroom.

Values clarification exercises were added to provide
more structure to classroom conversations.

The "assigned"

topics (e.g. friendship, self-concept, male-female relations)

seemed to make personalized discussions permissible.

(After

all, these topics had been assigned so they "had" to be

discussed.

Slowly students began to respond to the human develop-

ment curriculum.

Journal entries became more personal.

Many students utilized the journals to air problems with
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spouses, stress, sex and alcohol.

.

One by one students began

to risk more personal disclosure
in the classroom.

more inhibited students began to follow
suit.

discussions became more animated.

Some

Classroom

Lots of time was spent

talking about the myths and realities of
policing.

These

discussions later led to the development of the
"police
mystique" (Bennett, 1978). By the end of the
semester,

students were being attentive to each other.
tries had become more positive, e.g.

world is not really so rotten.

Journal en-

"I realize now the

My cynicism was due to my

own negative perception of myself."

Students were utilizing

their microcounseling skills outside of the classroom and

reporting good results.

The officer who originally had

claimed he could not talk to people was spontaneously helping
people both in and out of the station, "I swear,
found this woman crying on my front stoop."

just

I

In retrospect,

that first year was a tenuous and hard won success.

Year #2;

In the second year, adaptations and additions
\

were made in accordance with research articles, past experience, assumptions about personal growth, and instructor

intuition.

The curriculum was expanded to include three

important concepts which had previously been neglected:
perception,

(2)

role playing, and

(3)

(1)

male/female stereo-

typing.
It had been noted that criminal justice students viewed
the world from a unique and unyielding position.

They
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seemed to believe that their way was
the "correct" way and
they expected any "half way intelligent"
person to view life
from the same perspective.
Lectures and experiential exercises were added to help dispel these
notions.
Students
solved objective type problems (like the
Rasmussen triangle)
and were surprised to see that different
people came up with

different answers for the same problem.

Students played

the old telephone or rumor game in front of the
class to wit-

ness how easy it is for people to report "incorrect" infor-

mation at accident and crime sights.
around the classroom

(a

A picture was passed

man walking towards a woman on a

3nd students were asked to record their perceptions

privately.

They were amazed to discover how different their

individual perceptions had been to the same stimulus input.
In the end, students realized that every person's reality
is in fact different.

tives had become.

Many noted how narrow their perspec-

As one police officer put it,

"Hey,

I'm

beginning to see why you're making us do all these crazy
things.

ferently.

You want us to break set and look at things difYou want us to be able to try some new things."

Practice with role playing helped to reinforce the idea
that people see the world differently.

Students learned to

"get into the shoes" of the other person if they wanted to

pick up on different perspectives.

Students were asked to

create role play situations which were relevant to the

criminal justice scene.

Participants were asked to be like.
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think like, act like, and feel like
the people they were role
playing as best they could. After some
stimulating role
plays, students began to note how
people react to the same
situation differently, and how there were many
possible outcomes and alternatives for each situation.
In one role play,

the students had decided to play out

a potential suicide situation.
a radiator

One police officer stood on

playing the "jumper," while other officers took

turns trying to talk him down.
for words in his rescue attempt.

One state trooper was lost

When asked what was going

on inside his head, he said, "I don't know what to do.
thinking.

I'm

There's nothing in the procedure book that covers

this situation.

"

Students began to see that the intangibles

(like feeling and relating and intuition) were parts that a

police officer had to develop if he or she were to be fully

effective on the job.
Finally, in the second year, a section was added on

male/female stereotyping.

Students were assigned "The Liber-

ated Man" to read and classroom discussions became hot and
heavy.

Talk about male expectations, limitations and re-

strictions brought the class back to discussing the myths,
realities, motivations, and pressures associated with policing.

Students talked about the unwritten "shoulds" that

cops feel they must live up to.

Gradually the constructs

of the "police mystique" were developed, exposing the self-

defeating code that gets passed along from officer to
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officer, generation after generation
(Bennett, 1978)

—

.

.

third year, because of the many
students

who had offered self-reports of personal
gain from the human
development curriculum, a research project
attempted to tap
some of this gain by empirical analysis.
Students were asked
to fill out semantic differential scales
to see how
they

would describe themselves and their relationships
with other
people, both before and after the human development
course.

In this third year, both the students and the
teacher

were ready for more action.

Word had filtered down through

the criminal justice grapevine, that the human development

course was "okay" and again the course was overhauled.

The

most useful concepts (e.g. microcounseling, values clarification, outside contacts, journal writing, exercises in per-

ception and male/female relationships, role playing and

classroom discussions) were retained.
exercises were dropped.
scene were
tasy, and

(1)
(2)

The "not so good"

Two newcomers to the curriculum

exercises which utilized the concept of fansessions on assertiveness training.

Criminal justice students found it "strange," sometimes
"difficult," and occasionally "scary" to fantasize.

These

difficulties usually disappeared after a few trial sessions,
and in the end one of the highlights for the term was a

fantasy "peak work experience."

In this exercise, students

were asked to relax and to create a blank movie screen in
their heads.

They were then asked to create their own movie
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by fantasizing a work experience which had been
a peak or
pinnacle experience for them. Students processed
their
fantasies in small, intimate groups to decipher what it
wag

about the experience that had made it so special for them.
(The instructor was amazed at how much nurturing and caring

were demonstrated in the fantasies of criminal justice
workers.

Many times they visualized themselves pulling a

child from a fire or preventing a youth from going to prison)

.

Many students commented that the fantasy experience had

reminded them of what their job was really all about.
The other "big hit" for the semester was the presenta-

tion of assertive training.

Students were asked to learn

the difference between assertive, non-assertive

aggressive behaviors.

,

and

They were asked to observe these

behaviors in other people and in themselves (both in and out
of the classroom)

.

Students then had practice eliciting

the three behaviors with fellow students.

Finally, students

were asked to try out some assertive behaviors outside of
the classroom.

Journal entries continued to report on

personal experiments with assertive behavior throughout the

remainder of the semester.
At the end of the semester students were again asked to
fill out semantic differential scales.

(They had no idea

research was associated with the human development course.
All ninety master's level criminal justice students were

asked by the chairperson of the department to participate
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in some "educational research.")

.

Research results demon-

strated that the students who had
participated in the human
development course saw themselves as
becoming significantly
less aggressive and more assertive,
less following and more
initiating, and less suspicious and more
trusting (Bennett,
1978 ).

—

the fourth year of the human development

course it was decided to "cop test" the
curriculum.

A

police officer who had been a former student in
the very
first human development class indicated his
interest in

teaching a section of the course.

This officer had been

ej<^

tremely successful in his own human development and was excited about having the opportunity of "getting other people
to grow."

This officer's interest and ability presented an

opportunity to see if a police officer could utilize the
course curriculum to help other criminal justice workers to
more fully develop their human potentialities.

As this

first class drew near, the officer grew apprehensive about

dealing with people from his own job setting (his boss included)

.

was gone.

Within a few weeks' time, however, the uneasiness
His fellow workers had enthusiastically accepted

what he had to say.

He easily demonstrated that a police

officer can successfully teach fellow criminal justice
workers about human development.
During the fourth year, a major change was made in
curriculum, i.e. the trumpet process of self-knowledge
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education was introduced to criminal
justice master's level
students.
The trumpet process is a
self-knowledge

tool de-

signed to help people make sense
out

fragmented behaviors.

of their

own seemingly

The trumpet gives a systematic
ap-

proach to self-exploration and growth.

Because research has

demonstrated that cognitive factors play
an important, if
not crucial, part in experiential
learning

(Lieberman, vaiom

and Miles, 1973), it was hoped that
by adding the trumpet
process to curriculum, students would get a
more cognitive
perception of what the experiential course was all
about.
The trumpet was an attractive addition in a
number of

other ways, too.

It helped to create many of the conditions

which have been found to facilitate personal growth.

For

example, when students use the trumpet model of education
they work in small groups.
is created.

A climate of warmth and openness

Students become actively involved with helping

each other identify dissonant patterns of behavior.

The

trumpet model of education also requires students to practice communication and related skills.

Work cannot progress

until members of a group feel comfortable in disclosing per-

sonal behaviors.

Students experience giving and receiving

non- judgmental personal feedback.

The trumpet process also

provides an appropriate, individualized level of tension

(a

condition which has been found to facilitate personal growth.)
Students are asked to select negative personal patterns with

which to work.

Students then process their personal patterns

with other students during the
latter part of the semester.
They are asked to explore personal
patterns until they find

crusher" statements (i.e. the negative
self-statements
people desperately wish to avoid saying
to themselves)
Pattern exploration and crusher identification
serve to
generate an emotional, or tension producing
growth experience.
The trumpet model of self-knowledge education
was intro-

duced to criminal justice majors on an experimental
basis
during the second semester of the human development

course.

(The human development course at A.I.C. in
Springfield,

Massachusetts, is a required two-semester, six credit course
Students focus on one-to-one and personal behaviors during
the first semester and on group behaviors during the second

semester.

This dissertation project only deals with first

semester curriculum.)

The final objective was to incorpor-

ate the trumpet model of self-knowledge education into the

first semester of the human development course.

But because

the trumpet involves such "heavy" personalized content, the in-

structor was uncertain as to how criminal justice personnel
would, or could, respond to and learn from this intense

method of self-development.

Therefore, the trumpet was

experimentally introduced during the second semester.

In

this way, students could become acclimated to experiential

curriculum and could have the benefit of communication
skills presented during the first semester. By the end of
the second semester, however,

it was obvious that the
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pre- trumpet fears about intense
personal involvement and

criminal justice workers were unwarranted.
By the end of the second semester,
the criminal justice
students had collaborated and worked very
hard to figure out
their dysfunctional patterns of behavior.
In fact, many

commented that the trumpet seemed to be the

’’crux"

of the

course and asked that it be given during the
first semester
so they could have more time to understand
and experiment
process.

This was the curriculum aim for the

following year.
Details of the Experimental Curriculum Design

Year #5

;

This section describes the fifth year curric-

ulum design for the human development course.

This is the

design which was presented to criminal justice master's level
students to measure the effectiveness of the curriculum for
this dissertation project.
The goals of this curriculum design were:

(1)

to

increase self-knowledge through a supportive environment in

which students reexamine and reevaluate their personal values
and patterns of behavior,

(2)

to increase student's knowledge

of interpersonal relationships via assertive behavior and the

analysis of classroom and outside contact experiences,

(3)

to help students develop more "self-actualizing" attitudes

and behavior, and

(4)

to provide students with concrete

behavioral skills that can be applied in the "real
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world"

(e.g.

.

attending behavior, open questions,
assertive

behavior, paraphrasing, reflection and
expression of feelings, and the interpretation of personal
patterns.)
Three books were utilized to develop the
core curriculum.

These primary books were:

Skills:

(1)

"Basic Attending

An Introduction to Microcounseling," Ivey

&

Gluck-

stern (1974), "Values Clarification," by Simon et
al (1972),
and Education of the Self," by Weinstein et al
(1976)

Students in this dissertation study were required to
(1)

attend and participate in classroom sessions,

(2)

meet

weekly with outside "contact" persons to practice ideas and
skills presented in the classroom,

(3)

report on weekly

meetings through personal process journals,
in assertiveness behavior projects, and

(5)

(4)

participate

write final

process papers to explain personal pattern clarification and

experimentation through the semester.
The following describes in detail the curriculum which

was presented to criminal justice students for this research

project
Session I;

Introduction

Students were introduced to instructor, course and
content.

Course objectives and requirements were given.

Introductive

,

supportive exercises were presented to "warm"

up students and to acquaint them with the experiential na-

ture of the human development curriculum.
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Ses sion II;

.

Values Clarification/Microcounseling

Students were introduced to the concept
of values
clarification.
Rath's six sub-processes of values
clarification were presented. Students
participated in a series
of values clarification exercises.
Students were introduced to the concept of
microcounseling, i.e. the system designed to train
individuals in
counseling, or people-helping skills.

In the microcounsel-

ing system, students observe single skills and are
then

asked to demonstrate and practice these skills both in and
out of the classroom.

Session III;

Life Lines/Attending Behavior

Students were asked to draw life lines (i.e. lines
that represent how life has been for them since birth)

They were asked to project their lines into the future, as
far as comfort would allow.

This exercise required students

to re-examine some of their basic values and assumptions.

It presented the idea that the future is a manageable com-

modity.

Students shared their life line drawings and got

to know each other on a more personal level.

They noted

their patterns of self-containment and self-disclosure.

Students were then presented with the basic dimensions
of attending (or listening) behavior (i.e. eye contact,

attentive body language, and verbal following).
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Attending behavior was discussed and
demonstrated.
Students practiced attending behavior
in
triads

(each

person then had the opportunity to be
"helper", "helpee",
and active process observer)
S ession

IV:

Perceptions/Role Playing Perspectives

By participating in a number of experiential
exercises, students explored how perception is a
highly personal

and individualized process, involving both objective
and

subjective mechanisms.

The rumor game helped students to

examine how distortion occurs, coloring ideas of guilt and
innocence, and

objective" civilian and police reporting.

The implications of "selective perception" were also dis-

cussed

.

Students created and role played various situations
found in the criminal justice setting.

Alternative percep-

tions were generated as students experienced the world from

role-played perspectives.
Session V;

Assertive Behavior

Students were given working definitions and a demon-

stration of

(1)

behavior, and

assertive behavior,

(3)

(2)

aggressive behavior.

non-assertive
They "tried out"

each mode of behavior for themselves and discussed how each

behavior was typical, or atypical, for them.
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Sion VI:

Personal Plans/Maslow
Asking Open Questions

'

s

.

Motivations/

Questions on the assertiveness training workshop
were
answered and students were given guidelines for
planning
an outside assertiveness behavior experiment.
They were to
plan and practice their personal experiments with

their out-

side contact people.

Maslow's theory of motivation was presented.

An

emphasis on the policing environment demonstrated how police
can get "hung up" on lower rungs of the motivational

ladder (Bennett^ 1979)

.

Students then looked at their own

motivational levels.
Open questions and minimal encouragers were presented
in the microcounseling format.

Students learned to dis-

tinguish between open and closed questions.

Questions

beginning with "how," "what" and "could" were emphasized.
The use and abuse of questions in police work, interrogation, probation and corrections were discussed.

There was

not enough time for students to practice in the classroom,
so students were asked to practice using open and closed

questions with their outside contact persons.

Session VII

:

The Trumpet

The trumpet was presented as a tool for personal
growth, serving as a personal process guide for students.
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(The trumpet was introduced
at this stage because of
its
personal level, i.e. it deals with
students' under-

lying motivations and emotions).

The trumpet's sequence of

questions helped students to explore
how their immediate
experiences were connected to personal
behavior patterns.
The trumpet was emphasized for
the remainder

of the semester,

as students examined, and then
planned to change, personal

patterns.

In this class the picker/pickee
exercise was

utilized to generate personal data.

Class ended before

students were able to complete the trumpet
process.
S^ession VIII:

Transactional Analysis/Forest Fantasy

Students were introduced to transactional analysis.
Parent, adult and child ego states were discussed,

stu-

dents explored these ego states for themselves, via series
of personal experiential exercises.

Students created a personal fantasy and explored how
their "creation" was typical, or atypical, for them.

Dis-

sonant patterns were processed (via the trumpet) to discover
negative self-statements.

Again, class ended before many

students had discovered their crushers.

Session IX:

Ref lection of Feelings/Sexual Card Drawing

Feelings were the focal point of this session.
Stress and the fight-flight response, the ability to identify a variety of emotions, and the importance of
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experiencing" emotions were discussed.

.

Reflection of

feelings was presented as a microcounseling
skill.
Students
learned to focus on feeling tone, and to
identify mixed and

ambivalent emotions.

Double messages were noted.

It had been planned to have students
distinguish be-

tween "head" and "gut" feelings as they discussed
a variety
of sexual topics

(homosexuality, extramarital sex, physical

closeness, touching, etc.) in small, intimate groups,
but

students needed more time with the trumpet process.

They

had trouble identifying their crushers and were frustrated
in their search.

It was decided to spend half of this

workshop helping students further clarify the trumpet process rather than to present the sexual card drawing exercise.

Session X;

Peak Work Fantasy/Paraphrasing

A peak work experience fantasy was presented.

Students

shared and analyzed their fantasies to ferret personal patterns of behavior, and to clarify personal value systems.

Students were presented with the basic skill of para-

phrasing via the microcounseling format.

Students discussed

their work values as they learned to paraphrase with each

other

Session XI;

Choosing Groups/Choosing Patterns

Students formed pattern assist groups.
in these triads for the rest of the semester.

They worked
Each group
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worked to create a safe environment from which
to explore
personal patterns of behavior. This format
allowed
a

closer, one-to-one encounter between group
members.

in-

dividuals began to select patterns to work on for
the
remainder of the course.
Session XII;

Pattern Recall

Students described their personally chosen patterns
to support group members.

They recalled early and late

to illustrate how and when their individualized

patterns had occurred.

For homework, students were asked

to find the "crusher" statements behind their patterns.

Session XIII:

Crusher Identification/Desensitization/
Experimentation

Interventions at this stage were mostly made at the

group level

.

At the same time intra-personal processing

was emphasized as students helped each other to identify
their "crusher" statements.

Students were asked to compose

statements which were directly opposite to their crusher
statements.

These "redirectional" sentences helped stu-

dents "get through" the times when their patterns got
"hooked" by the environment.

Students then identified and

arranged sentences which "triggered" their dissonant patterns in a hierarchal order so that triad members could

help desensitize each other.
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Students were asked to design self-change
experiments
to facilitate specific behavioral change.

Sessio n XIV;

Intimate Relationships/Male-Female Expectations

This workshop focused on one-to-one intimate relationships.

Students were asked to bring their outside contacts

to class.

A series of classroom experiences helped stu-

^®^ts to explore and explain their personal relationships
The influence of sex-role stereotyping on male/female

relationships was explained.

Expectations, limitations and

consequences of gender role identity were discussed.

A

brief report on personal experiments was made.

Session XV;

Experimental Reports/Future Pattern Plans

Students reported back on their outside experiments
for change and discussed future experiments.

They were

asked for feedback on the human development course and
"wrap-up" exercises were conducted.

Summary
This chapter has been utilized to explain the

rationale behind the curriculum planning of the human

development course.

We have looked at the major themes of

group theory and research to

demonstrate how the group

experience has identified conditions which help foster
both individual and group growth.

It was shown that these
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growth" conditions have been incorporated
into the structure of the curriculum. Classroom exercises
were chosen for
their ability to build warm, trusting environments.
in-

structors were chosen who really "cared" about
people and
about students' development. Curriculum was designed
to

provide cognitive translation of experiential material.
Students were challenged and became actively involved as
they dealt with material that was both personal and practical.

Teaching systems (e.g. microcounseling, assertive-

ness training and the trumpet process) were chosen so that

students could take skills "home" with them.

Theoretical assumptions about human development were
reviewed.

The beliefs that people need to fully develop

themselves, be aware of who and what they are, and be
able to communicate on an intimate level with other people,

were demonstrated to be intricate parts of the human de-

velopment curriculum.
A history of the human development course was given

illustrating how and why curriculum changes have occurred
over the past five years.

It was evident from the curricu-

lum description that assumptions about human development,
and conditions which are believed to foster personal growth,

have become firmly entrenched in the human development

curriculum.

Mini-microcounseling sessions, personal

values and patterns classification, assertiveness training,
and outside contacts are designed to involve students in a
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synergistic process of human development.
Lastly, the detailed curriculum of the human develop-

ment course was outlined.

Each of the fifteen, three-hour

workshops was described as they were presented to criminal
justice students for this research project.

This descrip-

tion reflects the active multi-dimensional foundation on

which the human development curriculum has been built.

.

CHAPTER

IV

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

What follows is a description of the research
methodology utilized to measure how curriculum
planned in
this

dissertation project affected the growth of criminal
justice students.

The chapter begins by taking a look at the student

populations that were sampled for this study.
and comparison groups are described.

Experimental

The research instru-

ments utilized for data collection are also described.

A

battery of diverse instruments was chosen in an attempt to
tap some of the diverse effects that a multi-dimensional

curriculum might have on students of human development.
The rationale for the selection of each research in-

strument is given and each of the following tests is discussed:

(1)

The Microcounseling Response Test (MRT)

The Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation (MIE)

Volunteer Experience Test (VET)

,

and

(4)

,

,

(3)

(2)

The

The Personal

Orientation Inventory (POI)
Finally, the procedures utilized for before-after data

collection are described and the conditions of the experimental (i.e. treatment) group of criminal justice majors
and the comparison (i.e. non-treatment) group of education

majors are discussed.
86 *
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subjects for this dissertation project
were

thirty-eight graduate level students at
American International College (A.I.C.) in Springfield,
Massachusetts.
These

students were enrolled in two classes which
made up the research population sampled for this study.
The experimental

(EX)

group consisted of master

'

s

level

criminal justice students enrolled in Human Development
(C.J.

,45 7)

.

Of these nineteen criminal justice students,

nine were employed as police officers, four as state
troopers
two as probation officers and two as corrections people.

One criminal justice student was classified as pre-service.
One was employed as a social worker.
The comparison

(C)

group consisted of master's level

education students enrolled in Guidance and Counseling
(Educ.

425).

Of these nineteen education students, ten

taught in a public school setting, four were employed in

a

helping profession, two worked in business and five were
unemployed
Research Instruments.

Microcounseling Response Test (MRT)

(See Appendix

I)

:

The Microcounseling Response Test was designed to measure a

student's ability to issue the "helping or microcounseling
responses

presented in

the human development classroom.

The MRT consists of ten "client" statements taken from

criminal justice personnel.

Students were asked to
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play counselor and respond in writing with helpful
statements
to each of the client's remarks.

For example, students were

asked to respond to the following statements:

mean?

am a good parolee'.

I

I

"What do you

haven't done anything.

You

can't blame me.

You get the hell away from me and just

leave me alone.

You keep bugging me with all that shit and

you'll regret it.
to do.

I've had it man. "..."I don't know what

My wife won't talk to me.

There doesn't seem to be

anything left to our marriage.

I

think

the kids and

I

don't know what to do."

I

would be alone.

I

want to leave, but

The MRT is scored by counting the number of micro-

counseling responses (i.e. open questions, reflection of
both client and counselor feelings, and paraphrases) gen-

erated by students as "helpful statements."
The MRT was designed to collect data via written

response.

This written format is different from the audio

visual format utilized by most microcounseling researchers
(Ivey

&

Authier, 19 78)

.

A written response format was

selected for a variety of reasons.

Audio and video tape

equipment are not easily accessible for A.I.C. students who
work during the day and come to school at night.

The

written format permits data to be more easily collected
from a comparison group which is not interviewing outside

contact people.

Also, it is possible that a written re-

sponse format can better mask a direct request for micro-

counseling responses, thereby generating

a more

valid

representation of communication ability.

Many studies

which measure microcounseling have directly
asked students
to demonstrate (and score their microcounseling
skills.
Rather than asking students for direct demonstration
of

microcounseling skills (after exposure to material which
IS exclusively microcounseling)

generate

helpful statements"

,

the MRT asks students to

(after exposure to a multi-

dimensional curriculum of which microcounseling is only
.

a

It is reasoned that the more indirect approach may

yield a more valid measure of students' ability to

communicate effectively.

Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation (MIE)

Appendix II

)

:

(See

In addition to the Microcounseling Response

Test/ the Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation was devel-

oped to assess how effectively human development students
utilize their microcounseling skills outside of the classroom.
1972)

The MIE (patterned after the test used by Gluckstern,

consists of nineteen Semantic Differential

(SD)

scales

which describe bipolar concepts of interviewing behaviors
In the MIE the interviewee assesses the microcounseling

abilities of the interviewer.

The Interviewees are

instructed to reflect on each bipolar concept and indicate
how each concept applies to the interviewer's behavior.
For example, when an interviewee comes to this
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line he or she is asked to place
an "x" on the one line
eye contact
little eye conwas natural
tact or stared
!

segment which best described the behavior
of the interviewer
If the first segment on the left
were marked, the
inter-

viewer would receive seven points, indicating
extremely good
eye contact.
If the last segment on the right were marked,
a
score of one point would be given, indicating extremely
poor eye contact.

The middle segment was worth four points,

indicating the interviewer equally displayed the behaviors
on either end of the continuum.

Volunteer Experience Test (VET) (See Appendix III)

The

;

Volunteer Experience Test was constructed to measure students'
level of self-knowledge

,

their movement within self-knowledge

stage, and their ability to identify personal patterns of

"everyday" behavior.

The VET is based upon the self-

knowledge stage theory developed by Alschuler, Evans,
Tamashiro and Weinstein (1975)

.

Students receive scale

scores for four hierarchal levels of self-knowledge,

elemental,

(2)

situational,

(3)

pattern, and

(4)

(1)

process.

In the elemental stage of self-knowledge, students

report events via external or more "visible" elements.

The

elements of the experience are not causally connected, just
juxtaposed, or in serial order.

The event is seen as an

isolated, single, coherent unit (e.g. "I wouldn't talk to my
mother.")

Self-knowledge exists at a most simplistic level.

The second stage of self-knowledge is
qualitatively

different from the first.

At the situational level of

self-knowledge, the respondent reports internal "non-

visible

,

or feeling elements.

The event is remembered as

a unified whole with components which are causually
con-

nected (e.g. "I was upset because my mother made me talk
to Mr.

Jones.")

Still no reference is made to a more

general pattern of behavior, or to connections with other
events

.

Situational self-knowledge is confined to a

specific situation.
In the third stage of self-knowledge,

i.e. internal

patterning, reports of experience include descriptions of
stable internal responses to a class, or set, of situations.

At this stage of self-knowledge development, the student can
see beyond the single experience and can hypothesize about

his/her responses to a particular class of situations, e.g.
"I

am extremely shy in most inter-personal situations."

At the fourth stage, i.e. process self-knowledge,
students report the actions they use to control or influence
their internal thoughts and feelings.

They are able to

verbalize about the processes they utilize to manage their
behaviors, e.g.

"When

concept gets hooked,

I

I

am in a situation where my self-

start breathing deeply and think

about what I'm going to say."
The VET was patterned after the Experience Recall Test
(ERT)

developed by Alschuler et al (1975).

In the ERT
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the experimenter asks subjects

(Ss)

.

to remember important

life events via a guided imagery
recall experience. Ss
are then asked to select one
such meaningful event and to

expand upon that event in great
detail.

(The experimenter

asks questions to facilitate this
detailed recall)
when
the subjects have completed their
fantasy trips, they are
.

asked to open their eyes and to respond
in writing to a
series of questions
1.

Describe as fully as you can, and in as much
detail,

the experience you remembered.

(Please include what led up

to this experience, what your thoughts and
feelings were,

and what the results of this experience were)
2.

How was the experience important or special to you

3.

How is the experience important or special to you

4.

From the experience you just remembered, please

then?

now?

describe some things you know about yourself now.
5.

you?

How could knowing this about yourself be useful to

Specifically, how can it help you get what you want

or avoid what you don't want?

Student responses to these questions are coded and

classified according to the highest possible stage criteria
as theorized by Alschuler et al

(1975).

The Volunteer Experience Test is different.
VET, the experimenter asks the subjects

(Ss)

In the

to volunteer
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for a project "designed to find out

know about themselves."

hov;

.

different people

The experimenter waits for volun-

teers, or non-volunteers, giving plenty of time
for students
to mull over their personal decisions.

Subjects are then

asked to "hold" their personal thoughts and to respond
in

writing to the following:
1.

Please explain fully what just happened to you.

2.

What kinds of things were you saying to yourself?

3.

What did you actually do?

4.

From this experience, please explain some things

you know about yourself.
5.

to you?

How would knowing this about yourself be useful
How can this information help you get what you

want or avoid
6.

v;hat

you don't want?

How are your personal values and beliefs (i.e.

what's important to you) reflected in your reaction to this
experience?

(This last question was designed to tap stu-

dents' ability to identify the personal values which they

have chosen to incorporate into their daily lives)
The student responses are coded and classified according

to the highest stage level possible just as they are

on the ERT (Alschuler et al, 1975).
It is the differences between the ERT and the VET

that are important to discuss.

The VET was designed to

better facilitate the measurement of self-knowledge devel-

opment by utilizing knowledge gained from theory and
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research. One difference between the VET
and the ERT is
that the VET was designed to measure the
present, while the
ERT measures experiences remembered from the
past.
The
VET also measures current behavior (as subjects
stop to
take an immediate look at what they actually do in
the

volunteer situation)

.

The ERT measures the shadows of past

behaviors (as imagined by the subjective mind)

.

Psycholo-

gists like Peris (1947), Maslow (1962) and Shostrom (1966)

have emphasized the importance of living within and under-

standing the present moment of existence.

It was hoped

that by analyzing an "everyday" experience (like being

asked to volunteer)

,

rather than a "stand out" experience

(like recalling a memorable life event)

,

that students

would be able to better understand how knowledge about
themselves serves to influence their everyday behaviors.
In an unpublished research project that compared

criminal justice and clinical psychology students in human
development, Bennett (1979) discovered that objective and

subjective measurements on the same variable, for the same
subject, could be vastly different.

Bennett tested stu-

dents on the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule and on an

imagery recall peak experience test and then compared
results.

While other variables (e.g. achievement and en-

durance) remained stable, the intraception variable showed
a dramatic reversal when measured by objective

subjective (imagery recall) tests.

(EPPS)

and

On the EPPS, both the
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criminal justice and the clinical psychology students
scored
highest in intraception; while on the imagery recall
test

intraception scores for both groups fell to the bottom
of
the scale.

inspection of the data revealed that when subjects were asked to recall a past experience they tended to

describe the situation rather than be intraceptive about
their behaviors.

Fantasy measurements caused exhibition

scores to rise and intraception scores to fall.

This is

important information because the higher stages of self-

knowledge (pattern and process) depend upon the Ss ability
to look within, i.e. to report stable internal responses

and to report actions taken to influence these internal

responses.

This means that for Ss to report higher levels

of self-knowledge, they need to be intraceptive.

If the

imagery recall method minimizes a subject's report of
intraception, this same method may minimize the reporting
of higher stages of self-knowledge development.
the VET was designed to avoid imagery recall.

Therefore,
The VET

strives to achieve a more "objective" representation of

self-knowledge by utilizing an actual classroom behavior
(rather than a past experience) to process.
To further help subjects expose their intraceptive

abilities, the VET asks that they explain (rather than
describe) their personal experiences.

Also, the VET asks
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subjects to analyze the same experience before and
after

exposure to self-knowledge materials.

When Ss are free to

describe different before-after experiences
the likelihood of comparing

apples

Personal Orientation Inventory:

(as on the ERT)

,

to oranges is increased.

The Personal Orienta-

tion Inventory (POI) is designed to measure the values and

behaviors thought to be of importance for the development
of the self-actualizing person (Maslow, 1954, 1962, 1967;

Shostrom, 1966, 1975).

These are just the kinds of values

and behaviors that hopefully are triggered by the human

development curriculum which was measured for this dissertation study.
People who have taken the human development course have

reported personal change in a number of ways (Bennett,
1978)

.

A shot gun pattern of personal growth is difficult

to measure, especially with a measuring device v/hich limits

itself to a single component.
tion.

The POI has no such limita-

The POI nets twelve separate scores, each reflective

of an important facet in the development of the self-actual-

izing person.

It was hoped that by utilizing the compre-

hensive POI scales some of the reported buckshot patterns
of personal development could be tapped.

The POI consists of 150 two-choice comparative values

and behavior judgments

(e.g.

I

live by the rules and stan-

dards of society/I do not always need to live by the rules
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and standards of society)

.

.

Subjects are asked to select

the statements which most consistently
apply to them in
their own opinions.
The two most basic scales of personal

orientation are

(1)

inner directed support, and

(2)

time

competence
The support scale is designed to measure whether
a

subject's reactivity orientation is basically "self"

oriented or "other" oriented.

The self-actualizing person

is both other and inner directed

imately 1:3)

.

(with a ratio of approx-

The self-actualizing person is usually

autonomous and self-supportive yet at the same time he or
she is sensitive to other people (Maslow, 1954, 1962, 1967;

Reisman et al, 1950; Shostrom, Knapp

&

Knapp, 1975).

The time competence scale measures the degree to which
a

person is "present" oriented.

The self-actualizing person

is primarily time competent rather than time incompetent.

He or she lives in the here and now, using the past for

reflective thought and the future to tie in present goals.
The time ration score for the self-actualizing person is

approximately 1:8.
The POI also yields ten sub-scale scores which concep-

tually reflect important components in the development of the

self-actualizing individual:
(SAV)

(1)

The Self-Actualing Value

measures affirmation of the primary values of self-

actualizing persons,

(2)

the Existentiality (EX)

scale
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measures the ability to situationally

,

or existentially,

react without rigid adherence to principles,

Feeling Reactivity

(Fr)

(S)

the

(3)

scale measures the sensitivity of

responsiveness to one’s own needs and feelings,

Spontaneity

the

(4)

scale measures freedom to react spontaneously

or to be oneself,

(5)

the Self Regard (Sr)

scale measures

affirmation of self because of worth or strength,
Self Acceptance

.

(Sa)

(6)

the

scale measures affirmation or accept-

ance of self in spite of weaknesses or deficiencies,
the Nature of Person (Np)

(7)

scale measures the degree of the

constructive view of the nature of persons, masculinity
and femininity,

(8)

the Synergy (sy)

scale measures the

ability to be synergistic and to transcend dichotomies,
(9)

the Acceptance of Aggression

(A)

scale measures the

ability to accept one's natural aggressiveness as opposed
to def insiveness

and (10)

,

denial, and repression of aggression,

the Capacity for Intimate Contact

(C)

scale

measures the ability to develop contactful intimate relationships with other people, unencumbered by expectations and

obligations

Although information regarding the scale properties
is incomplete, research data indicate that the POI discrim-

inate between persons functioning at lower and higher levels
of positive mental health (Shostrom, 1966)

.

The POI has

also been shown to be sensitive to changes produced by

short-term interventions (Shostrom, 1974).

The POI is
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thought to be more appropriate for use with non-clinical

populations than are other measures of personal adjustment
(Shostrom, 1966)

.

The POI was chosen here to provide an

index of personal growth generated by the human development

curriculum.

Procedure

At the beginning of the semester (first meeting)

students in both the experimental group and the comparison

group were given a copy of the Personal Orientation Inventory
to take home and complete by the next class meeting.

During

the second class meeting, all subjects were given the Volun-

teer Experience Test and the Microcounseling Response Test
to complete in class.

Only the experimental

(Ex)

subjects were asked to

participate in the Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation.
During the third human development class, students were
asked to deliver the MIE to their outside "contact" persons with whom they would meet weekly.

The contact people

were instructed to evaluate the human development students'
interviewing behavior and to send the results of that eval-

uation to the author of this dissertation project.
The experimental group was led by the assistant pro-

fessor who created and planned the human development curri-

culum (i.e. the author of this project dissertation).

Treatment for the experimental group consisted of exposure
to the human development curriculum which consisted of
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fifteen weekly, three-hour sessions as described
in Chapter
III.

Modes of instruction included microcounseling,
values

clarification, self-knowledge education, role playing,

assertiveness training, small group interaction, and
series of mini-lectures.

a

Students met weekly with outside

contact persons to practice their human development skills.
These meetings were documented in weekly personal journals
to the instructor.

The comparison group was taught by an associate pro-

fessor of psychology and criminal justice.

This non-treat-

ment group listened to lectures and tapes about the major
theoretical models of guidance and clinical psychology.
The education students were being trained to listen, to

identify personal patterns of behavior and to help people
adopt more self-actualizing attitudes and behaviors.

No

personalized or interactive procedures were utilized in
the comparison classroom.

At the end of the semester, post test batteries (identical to the first) were again administered to both the

experimental and comparison groups.

Subjects in the human

development class were given a second Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation to deliver to outside contact persons.
All research data collected from the VET, the POI, the

MRT and the MIE were then analyzed to compare pre and post

testing results.
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Summary
We have described the research methodology utilized
to measure criminal justice students for evidence of personal

and interpersonal development resulting from exposure to the

human development course planned in this dissertation study.
Two student populations were sampled.

The experimental

group consisted of criminal justice master's level students

who were exposed to the human development course.

The com-

parison group consisted of education master's level students who were taking a course in clinical theory.

In both

groups most students were working and were involved with

helping people.
Because the human development curriculum involves a

multi-faceted approach (i.e. it is designed to effect change
on a number of dimensions)

,

a battery of research instru-

ments was chosen in an effort to probe for change in a

variety of ways.
to measure growth.

Four research instruments were selected
The Microcounseling Response Test (MRT)

and the Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation (MIE) were

administered to gather data about interpersonal development, i.e. the ability to communicate effectively with other
people.

The Volunteer Experience Test (VET) and the Per-

sonal Orientation Inventory (POI) were given to extract

information about more personal development, i.e. the

ability to know oneself and the ability to develop
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self-actualizing values and behaviors.
Identical batteries of pre and post tests were given to

experimental students who participated in the human develop-

ment course and to the comparison group students who did
not.

Pre and post test measurements were then compared in

an attempt to extract information about how students develop
as the result of participating in a curriculum specifically

designed to promote human development.

CHAPTER

V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents an analysis and discussion
of the

data collected to test for human growth in criminal
justice

students exposed to the curriculim planned for this disser-

tation project.

Data from each of the four testing instru-

ments is presented and discussed as follows
(1)

The Microcounseling Response Test (MRT

)

.

Before-

after microcounseling responses on the MRT were compared.
Means, standard deviations, an anova, and different t tests
for the experimental and comparison groups are presented.

Significant findings are discussed.

Pre and post data on

open questions, reflections of feelings and paraphases are
given
(2)

The Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation (MIE

)

Before-after judgments made by outside contact people on the
MIE were compared.
ported.

Results from Wilcoxon t tests are re-

A description of each significant microcounseling

interviewer variable is provided.
(3)

The Volunteer Experience Test (VET

)

.

Before-after

responses in the four self-knowledge categories (elemental,
situational, pattern and process) were compared.

Before-

after anovas analyzed overall results while before-after t
tests were utilized to explore the significant change found
in self-knowledge development.
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—Perso nal Orientation

Inventory (POI)

.

.

Before-

after responses on the twelve component scales
of the POI
were compared.
Descriptive data for the CJ and ED majors
are given.

Non-significant findings are discussed.
Results

The Microcounseling Response Test

In order to

.

determine if criminal justice students had learned to issue

helping responses to client statements, the number of before
and after microcounseling responses were counted and compared.

Open questions, reflections of feelings (both client and
counselor)

and paraphrases were tallied.

Combined points

formed a subject's microcounseling score.

For example, if a

subject had 10 open questions, two reflections of feelings
and 13 paraphrases, he or she received a microcounseling

score of 25.

A number of statistical tests were utilized to compare

before-after data.

A before-after anova showed the experi-

mental and comparison groups to be significantly different
in how they responded on the MRT.

The criminal justice

students repeatedly reported a greater number of micro-

counseling responses (F=5.66,

P <.05)

This finding may be

explained by the way each group viewed the dissertation
experiments.

The Ex group saw the MRT as directly related

to their curriculum and as being conducted for their own

10 5.

professor.

The C group saw the MRT as tangential
to

curriculum and for a professor other than
their own.

Because

of this perception, the Ex group may
have been more moti-

vated to generate responses.

Microcounseling responses for

the Ex subjects numbered 161 before and 256
after treatment.

Responses of C subjects numbered

82

before and 97 after.

The F-ratio for within subjects demonstrated an
overall

improvement after treatment (F=8.21,
significant interaction was found.

P.

<

.01)

However, no

.

To see what changes had

occurred, before-after microcounseling scores for both the
Ex and C subjects were compared by difference

t tests

which

assume significant correlation between repeated measures
(see Table

1)

.

The t tests revealed that only the Ex group

had significantly increased their ability to make helpful
statements (P<.005).
Table

1

Means, Standard Deviations, and Difference

Tests

t

for Experimental and Comparison Group Scores

Group
Ex
C

M

SD

t

P

5.00

5.93

3.57

< .005

.88

1.99

1.76

<.05

Looking directly at pre and post microcounseling responses showed that criminal justice students increased their
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to issue helping statements in every microcounseling

The Ex subjects showed an increase in open

•

questions (from 140 to 210), reflections of feelings (from
6

to 11)

and paraphrases

,

(from

9

to 32)

after exposure to

the human development course.

The Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation

.

To assess

how effectively human development students utilized their

microcounseling skills with contact people outside of the
classroom, before-after Semantic Differential

were compared.

(SD)

scales

Analysis via the Wilcoxon matched-pairs

signed-ranks t test showed that outside contact people

reported a significant improvement for the criminal justice
students on six of the SD scales.

The human development

students were seen as being significantly more natural in
their interviewing, i.e. eye contact indicated more concern
(P

<.01)

(P

<.05)

relaxed

facial gestures appeared to be more interested

,

and body postures were seen as more natural and
(P

<.05)

Criminal justice students were also

.

judged to be significantly more skilled in their interviewing techniques

(P

c

.01)

,

their interviewing style

significantly more sensitive in
(P

<.05)

and significantly more

helpful in clarifying things for the interviewer (P<.05)
after exposure to HD curriculum.

Although other SD scales

showed an overall improvement, this improvement did not
reach statistical significance.

V
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Volunteer Experience Test.

To measure students'

.

level

of self-knowledge, their movement within
self-knowledge
stage, and their ability to identify personal
patterns of

behavior, before-after scores for the four hierarchal
levels
of self-knowledge were compared, i.e. Elemental
(E)
Situational (S), Pattern

(P)

and Process (PR),

a fifth category

was used to hold all responses which could not be coded

(NO

.

Analysis via Anova on before category scores showed the
criminal justice

(Ex)

group to have issued significantly

more responses on the VET (F=6.15, P4.05).

Again, the Ex

group may have been more motivated to respond because the
testing instrument (VET) was directly related to their own

curriculum and professor.
The F-ratio for within Ss on before VET scores showed

that both the Ex and C groups treated the self-knowledge

categories in a similar manner.

Both criminal justice and

education majors utilized the self-knowledge categories in
a

statistically significant pattern (F=4.18, P^.Ol) as can

be seen in Table 2.

For both the Ex and C groups most self-

knowledge responses fell into either the elemental
the situational

(S)

category.

(E)

or

A sign test on before data

showed that both the criminal justice and education students

were operating from a combined E and
ledge development (P^.05).

S

stage of self-know-

Sign tests showed both groups
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Table

.

2

Self-Knowledge (VET) Category Scores For Experimental
And Comparison Groups Before And After Treatment
Group

Test

E

P

PR

NC

S

Ex

pre

96

112

14

1

51

C

pre

75

75

9

3

23

Ex

post

56

108

22

1

32

C

post

67

53

3

0

22

to have issued significantly more responses in the Situational
(S)

category than in the Pattern

(P)

category (P^.OOl).

The Ex group was significantly more Pattern
(PR)

(P>.01) while the

C group was not.

(P)

than Process

However, only one

subject accounted for this difference and only fourteen of
the thirty-four Ex and C subjects gave responses that could

even be categorized in the

(P)

category.

After treatment, the Ex group still issued significantly
more responses than the C group (F=18.06, P^.OOl).

Both the

criminal justice and education students again treated the

self-knowledge categories as significantly different (F=
49.83, P-<1.001).

However, this time the self-knowledge

categories had shifted for the Ex group (See Table

2)

After treatment. Elemental responses for the Ex group were

greatly reduced. Situational responses were nearly double
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those in the Elemental category, and more responses
fell into
the Pattern stage of self-development.

For the C group,

Elemental and Situational categories remained evenly divided
and responses in the Pattern category dropped after treatment.

Analysis via Anova on after VET category scores showed

that a significant interaction between groups and categories

had occurred (F=7.58, P <.005)

.

To further explore this dif-

ference, before-after t tests were performed in the E, S, P

and PR categories.

After exposure to the human development

curriculum, criminal justice students were found to be sig-

nificantly less elemental in their responses (t=2.35, P<.05).
No significant differences were found in before-after S, P,
or PR categories for either the Ex or C groups

(P

>

.05)

.

It

appears then, that criminal justice majors changed by shifting from the elemental to both the situational and pattern

stages of self-knowledge development.
The Personal Orientation Inventory

.

To measure self-

actualizing values and behaviors, before-after scores on the
twelve POI scales were compared.

Data for the personal

orientation inventory are summarized in Table

3.

No sig-

nificant interactions were detected on any of the subscales
of the POI, the selected gauge of self-actualizing attitudes

and behaviors.
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Table

3

Descriptive Data For Personal Orientation
Inventory

pre test

SCALE

post test

M

SD

M

SD

EX

17.13

3.52

17.38

2.64

C

16.50

2.41

16.07

2.63

EX

85.56

9.35

86.81

13.54

C

82.21

5.53

84.21

6.42

Ex

20.44

2.72

21.00

2.42

C

19.79

2.18

19.29

3.08

Ex

20.00

3.71

20.63

4.64

C

18.71

3.73

19.64

2.72

Ex

15.44

3.32

16.31

3.39

C

15.86

1.51

15.64

2.32

Ex

13.00

2.74

13.13

3.35

C

11.79

1.21

12.93

2.43

Ex

12.63

2.06

13.19

1.92

C

12.50

1.92

12.57

1.92

Time Competence

Inner Direction

Self-Actualizing

Existentiality

Feeling Reactivity

Spontaneity

Self-Regard
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Table

.

3

(Continued)

pre test

SCALE

M

post test

SD

M

SD

Self -Acceptance
Ex

16.00

2.98

15.94

3.27

C

14.00

1.88

16.43

2

Ex

11.94

1.82

12.19

1.47

C

12.21

1.08

12.14

2.03

.53

Nature of Man

Synergy
Ex

6

.81

1.13

7.31

.92

C

7.00

1.20

6.64

1.76

Ex

16 .69

3.02

16 .50

3.86

C

16 .14

2.64

16 .64

2

Ex

17.69

3.50

18.75

4.60

C

16.71

2.66

17.07

2.02

Aggression

.

35

Intimate Contact

By comparing POI mean scale scores with the standard-

ized self-actualizing, normal, and non-self-actualizing norms
(Shostrom, 1974)
POI

,

it was apparent for the sub scales of the

(SAV, E, FR, S, SR, SA, NM, S, A, IC)

,

that both the

Ex and C students fell into the range for "normal adult"
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functioning, which identifies people who are
functioning
with relative competence in development towards
self-

actualization (Shostrom, 1974)

.

However, for the two main

scales of the POI (Time Competence and Inner Direction)
both
the Ex and C students fell well below the "normal"
standard,

indicating people who are experiencing difficulty in
personal
effectiveness.

Both the Ex and C groups fell into the non-

If "Actualizing range for Time Competence and were border-

line "normal" in their scores for Inner Direction.

Discussion
The object of this dissertation project was to design a

human development course which effectively promotes both
personal and interpersonal growth in criminal justice personnel.

To facilitate this outcome, the curriculum was

designed to provide students with "take home" skills in
self-knowledge education, values clarification and communication.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the course,

research instruments measured growth in the stage of selfknowledge, the acquisition of self-actualizing values and

behaviors and the acquisition of communication or "helping"
skills.

This project began by posing several questions

about human development and criminal justice personnel.
ends by examining the answers to those questions.
This discussion first focuses on the microcounseling

It
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facet of the human development
curriculum.
The National
Advisory Commission of Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals:
Police (1973) has recommended that
criminal justice students
learn skills which can be used
in a variety of life/work
situations.
Researchers have shown that skills
needed for
effective counseling are quite similar
to skills needed for
effective living (Carkhuff & Truax,
1965; Parker, 1975; Lewis
& Lewis, 1977).
The National Advisory Commission especially
recommends that criminal justice people improve
their communication skills, as they consider communication
to be
"essential" for productive exchange between the
police, the

public and all other elements of the criminal justice
system.
With this information in mind, answers to our initial
ques-

tions became particularly important:

Can a college class-

room provide students with behavioral skills which can be

utilized outside the classroom?

Can criminal justice

students learn to communicate more effectively by using

mircrcounseling techniques?

The answer to both these

questions is yes.
Criminal justice students did learn to communicate more
effectively.

They used significantly more microcounseling

or "helping" statements in response to client comments on
the MRT after exposure to the HD course (P <.05)

.

Open

questions proved to be the microcounseling skill most utilized by criminal justice people.

The popularity of this
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skill was reaffirmed many times through
classroom comments
and private journal entries.
Students "tried out" open
questions with suspects, victims, supervisors,
partners and
wives.
Most reported good results for their
efforts, e.g.
"I'm a counselor.
I work in the jail.
Most convicts have
learned to give short, non-committal answers
because they've

been asked too many questions too many times.
that if

I'm finding

ask open (rather than closed) questions

I

I

get more

cooperation from my clients"..."! just kept asking open

questions and watching the guy's eye contact and body
language.

could tell when he was lying.

I

I

gave him

some room with open questions and then got more specific.
It worked.

I

got a confession."

Paraphrasing was the most difficult skill for students
to learn as evidenced by student comments in personsl

journals, e.g.

"You can't fake paraphrasing.

have to pay attention and listen.
"I

You really

It's a lot of work,"...

had the most trouble of any class last week when we did

paraphrasing.

I

could tell it's a powerful technique, but

it's really hard to do

mother.

.

I

went home and practiced with my

I've been practicing at work too.

If

I

check out

what people really mean when they say something it saves
lot of grief later."

a

Even though students found para-

phrasing a difficult skill to learn, some discovered mastery
did pay off, e.g.

"My wife has been trying to decide if
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she should go back to work now that
the baby is older.

kept on paraphrasing everything she said.

helped her.

She said

I

.

l

really

By the way, she decided to go back to
work and

I'm glad."

Reflection of feelings seemed to be the most nebulous
and provocative skill for criminal justice
students.

Many

police officers commented that they had learned to
ignore
their feelings and to hide them, especially at work.

Many

were surprised to learn that feelings were an important part
of human development and were appalled to learn that burying

emotions helps foster the diseases so commonly found in

criminal justice personnel (e.g. hypertension, heart attack,
diabetes)

.

Many students said they were "out of touch" with

what they felt.
anything show.

As some put it, "I‘ve learned not to let

My face is usually expressionless"

...

"Getting

in touch with feelings and emotions was one of the most

difficult aspects of this course.
self in ways

I

It involved showing my-

was not accustomed to doing.

"I never used to talk to my wife about work.

think it was right.
class,

I

It was scary"...
I

didn't

Now that we've been talking for this

find out she does want to hear my feelings."

In order to encourage healthy communication beyond the

classroom, students were asked to practice their micro-

counseling skills wherever possible, especially with their
outside contact people.

Most students reported positive
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results from these weekly meetings, e.g. "My wife
says
listen to her and the kids more.

She's right,

I

.

I

do"... "The

outside contact experience with my wife taught me how
important marital communication is.

relationship"

... "At

It's helped us build a better

least my girl friend and

We still have lots of problems, but

I

I

can talk now.

can listen rationally

now instead of getting aggressive and storming out of the
room

.

Outside contact people also reported some positive outcomes in terms of microcounseling.
(via the MIE)

Outside contact people

reported that students had grown significantly

on six of the microcounseling dimensions (i.e. eye contact

was natural and indicated concern, face was natural and interested, gestures were natural and relaxed, posture was

relaxed and natural, and the interviewer helped clarify, was
sensitive and skilled)

.

Along with these positive results,

however, many of the SD scales failed to register statis-

tical significance.

In retrospect, this was not surprising

to the experimenter as some procedural errors had been made.

Students had been given the first MIE to take home after the
first microcounseling workshop (which demonstrates attentive
listening)

.

That means the first MIE measurements were

actually taken after some treatment had begun.

It seems

reasonable to assume that at the time of the first testing
students were trying to be attentive and were not demonstrating their normal (pre-treatment)

interviewer style.

Because
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of this procedural error, pre-test
scores were probably

inflated, leaving less room for personal
growth to register.
Learning about the self is a pervasive
component of the

human development curriculum.

Raimy (1971) has concluded

that self-knowledge is a "central controlling
factor" in
human development. Psychological theorists have
agreed and

assume if people are to be psychologically healthy,
they must
know who they are (Bennett, 1978; Maslow, 1967; Peris,
1947;

Rogers, 1961).

Researchers have agreed that criminal justice

personnel work in an environment of inconsistency and frus—
trstion (Bennett, 1978; Dye
1974; Sherman, 1978).

&

Sancouci, 1974; Gluckstern,

Researchers have also agreed that

active classroom interventions are needed to rekindle the

drive for personal growth in criminal justice workers
(Bennett, 1978; May

&

Rarick, 1977; Price

To promote such an end, the trumpet

(a

&

Adelbert, 1977).

potent model of self-

knowledge education) was utilized to foster the self-knowledge development in criminal justice students.

The VET was

designed to measure self-knowledge growth for the semester.
We began this study by asking questions.

Could police

officers, correctional officers and probation people learn
to understand personal patterns of behavior from a college

classroom?

Could students promote their own self-develop-

ment via the trumpet model of self-knowledge education?
Again, the answers seem to be yes.

Criminal justice students did learn to identify
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personal patterns of behavior.

.

They did learn more about

themselves.

A significant interaction had
taken place.
HD students moved from a combined
elemental-situational

The

stage into both a situational and
pattern stage of selfknowledge development (P<.005). The
notion of a hierarchal
stage theory of self-knowledge development
was supported by
the finding that both Ex and C students
treated self-

knowledge categories in a statistically similar
manner
(P-c.Ol)

.

Both Ex and C groups were found to be functioning

from a combined elemental-situational category.

This is be-

low what researchers have theorized the adult
self-knowledge

capacity to be (Alschuler, Tamashiro

&

Weinstein, 1975).

This finding, and the finding that Ex subjects were able to

show self-knowledge growth after exposure to curriculum,
supports the idea that active interventions (rather than

haphazard environmental contacts) are needed to maximize
human potential.
The trumpet proved to be the most difficult part of
the curriculum for students to assimilate and accept.

promoting the search for patterns

,

crushers

,

Yet,

and under-

standing of self-knowledge proved to be the most rewarding

aspect of the HD curriculum, as evidenced by comments from
students' final papers, e.g. "In the first class

everything was ridiculous.

I

I

felt

wasn't going to look like

fool in front of the rest of these people and if this

teacher thought that

I

would, she had a cold day in hell

a
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coming to her.

I

now see that my attitude was
kind of the

first sign of my pattern..."

most profound impact on me.

"The trumpet process had the
It helped turn me inside out to

let It all come out... well, most of
it.

perienced the deep down gut feeling

I

I

have never ex-

got with this.

trumpet helped me get into my pattern, identify

really identify it and almost wipe it out.
some work to do, but with time..."
I

.

I

it— I

The

mean

still have

"Through much resistance,

was able to come up with a pattern that hindered me.

A

major step here was just becoming aware that this pattern
existed.

This

I

did with the help of my group, which was

very understanding and demanding of me.

when

I

wanted to quit.

"I think it

This was very important for me..."

will take some time before

shed my crusher.

They made me go on

I

will be able to

I've been living with it all my life.

I

think the key to victory will be my persistence in devising

more successful experiments after each one is completed."

Another major facet of the HD curriculum was the use of
values clarification.

The values approach allows students

to explore who and what they are and encourages more

effective "values choices" as has been recommended by the
National Advisory Committee on Higher Education for Police
(Sherman, 19 7 8)

.

Students did report, via classroom com-

ments and private journal entries, that values clarification

exercises were useful, e.g. "The exercise which had us
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depict our lives in picture format made me think
about major
areas in my life, such as family and school.
l had
never

done this before.

It gave me the opportunity to ask many

questions of myself "... "Another prime example of an exercise

which had a tremendous effect on me personally was the peak
work experience fantasy"

... "Not

only did these exercises

help me grow, they also gave me tools to use in my own

counseling sessions"..."! liked the T.A. exercises we did.
1

fourid

that my thoughts of things were often due to my

rebellious child.

I

knew

I

had to work on my aggressive

behavior "... "In looking back over my journals,

I

was some-

^hat taken aback by the wealth of personal information and
insights that

I

have gained."

However, it had been well documented that the criminal

justice work environment serves to inhibit the growth of

workers and that criminal justice personnel are highly

resistent to change (Bard, 1969; Bennett, 1978; Dye

&

Sansouci, 1974; Gluckstern, 1974; Sherman, 1978, Weiner, 1976;
Zacker, 1972)

.

The problem had been to design a curriculum

which was potent enough to counteract these negative factors
so that criminal justice students could begin to develop

self-actualizing attitudes and behaviors.
is concerned,

As far as the POI

students were not found to possess or to

develop self-actualizing attitudes and behaviors.

Not only

did no self-actualizing growth occur, students were found to
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be well below the "normal

.

standard for Time Competence

and Inner Direction.

Both the Ex and C groups fell into
the non-self-actualizing range for Time Competence.
While self-actualizing
people are time competent (living more
fully in the here

and now), non-self-actualizing people
are more often time
incompetent (being excessively concerned with
past or
future)

Past-oriented people are characterized by blaming,
resentment, guilt, regret and remorse. Future-oriented
.

people worry about future expectations and idealized
goals
(Shostrom, 1974)

.

With so much energy utilized on past

and future, non-self-actualizing people are time
incompetent

about one fourth of the time (Shostrom, 1974)

,

thereby

failing to use their fullest human potential.
Both the Ex and C groups were found to be borderline
"normal" in the range of Inner Direction.

This low score in-

dicates people who display a predominant mode of functioning
and have not liberated themselves (as self-actualizers have)

from rigid adherence to social pressure and expectation.
(Shostrom, 19 74)

,

People who score on the lower border for

"normal adult" may find themselves on the edge of a double

dilemma, not knowing whether to conform or act autonomously
(Shostrom, 1974)

.

This dilemma has always been a concern

for criminal justice workers
1972; Leflowitz, 1974; Regoli

(Butler
&

&

Cochrane, 19 77; Culler,

Shrink, 1977; Rokeach, 1971;
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Sherman, 1978; Smith, Locke

&

.

Walter, 1967)

It appears then that exposure
to HD curriculum was not

potent enough to initiate self-actualizing
attitudes and
behaviors for criminal justice students
as measured by the
POI.
Why not?
It had been hypothesized that active
interventions and

behavioral practice are needed to promote human
development.
These two ingredients were presented in the
microcounseling
and self-knowledge dimensions of the HD curriculum.
Students
actively practiced microcounseling skills and the trumpet
process of self-knowledge education (in the classroom with
fellow students and outside the classroom with outside contact people)

.

However, nowhere in the curriculum were the

variables on the POI (e.g. time competence, inner direction,
etc.)

taught directly to students.

It seems then that self-

S’Ctualization is not an automatic by-product of self— growth

curriculum.
It was hoped that the active trumpet process would

provide students with a trusting environment which was intensive enough to facilitate self-actualizing attitudes and

behaviors.

In retrospect,

the POI has registered a degree

of personal growth fostered by intensive encounter and con-

sciousness-raising formats (Abernathy, et al, 1977; Osman,
1974).

The HD curriculum was not an encounter or conscious-

ness-raising curriculum.

It may be that the dynamics

produced by intensive groups of three (as had developed by
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utilizing the trumpet process) are
different and less effective in promoting personal growth
than are the dynamics of a
total group involvement (as occurs with
encounter
and

consciousness-raising groups).

For example, HD students did

become intimate with triad partners, but
continued to exhibit
the more resistant growth norms in front
of the
total group.

One triad of police officers worked diligently
in the privacy
of their own triad and reported good insights
in independent

private journals.

Yet these same officers made a ceremony

of delivering shining red apples to the teacher in
front of

the class, demonstrating that the norm which says police

officers must not act too educated or too involved if they
are to maintain the respect of their fellow officers (Bennett,
1978

)

.

In the end,

findings on the POI reaffirm the assumption

that human development does not unfold spontaneously, but

requires direct and active involvement with the environment.

Summary

From an experimental standpoint, the human development
course effectively promotes personal and interpersonal growth
in criminal justice personnel.

Students learned to communi-

cate more effectively by utilizing microcounseling skills

both in and out of the classroom.

Criminal justice majors

learned more about themselves through values clarification
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and self-knowledge education.

.

Students identified personal

patterns of behavior and moved into a
more comprehensive
phase of self-knowledge development,
an impressive gain
given the stability of self-knowledge stage
and the limited
period of exposure to HD curriculum.
The finding that self-actualizing attitudes
and behaviors did not develop after exposure to HD
curriculum brings
a few ideas to mind.

The POI has determined personal growth

after exposure to intensive encounter and consciousness-

raising group environments (Abernathy et al, 1977; Osman,
19 74)

.

It may be that the dynamics produced by intensive

groups of three (as was done in the HD course) are different,
and less effective in promoting personal growth.
^^icro~

Also, the

counseling and self-knowledge components of HD curri-

culum were directly taught in the classroom and were practiced by students throughout the semester, while the self-

actualization component was not.

These differences in class-

room environment and involvement support the theory that
human development is not an automatic process, but requires
an active involvement and practice with the environment

(Alschuler et al

,

1975; Bennet, 1978; Erikson, 1959

1970; McClelland, 1965; Mosher
1970)

.

&

;

Kolhberg

Sprinthal, 1971; Piaget,

These questions can be explored in future evalu-

ations by directly teaching for change in value orientation
and by creating an intensive total group environment.
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Such alterations could be beneficial
in facilitating further
personal development towards self-actualizing.

From an educational standpoint, the HD
course improves
the quality of higher education for
criminal
justice per-

sonnel by providing a tested curriculum
which encourages
active student involvement, promotes personal
change,

facilitates understanding of human values and
behavior, and
gives students effective "take home" skills to
employ beyond
the classroom.

CHAPTER
HUMAN GROWTH:

VI

EFFECTS OF A HUMAN DEVELOPMENT COURSE
ON
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSONNEL

Can a college classroom facilitate human
growth and
development in criminal justice personnel?
Can police
officers, correctional officers and probation
people learn
to understand personal behavioral patterns
and develop self-

actualizing attitudes and behaviors?

For nearly sixty years

people have been trying to change criminal justice
sonnel by way of the classroom (Fogelson, 1977)

.

(CJ)

per-

For nearly

twelve years the federal government has poured millions
of
into education for CJ personnel, believing that a

college education would make them better (Sherman, 1978)

Recently this assumption has been questioned.

The National

Advisory Commission on Higher Education for Police Officers,
after conducting a comprehensive study to assess the quality
and effectiveness of higher education, has concluded that
the important question is not whether higher education can

develop more effective criminal justice personnel, but what
kind of education is needed to best do the job (Sherman,
1978)

.

After reviewing the many suggestions of what higher

education for CJ people "should" be like (Bennett, 1978;
Brodsky, 1974; Gluckstern, 1974; Parker, 1975; Neil
126

.

&

Hecker,
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1974; Sherman, 1978), important
themes appear. What seems
to be needed to improve the
quality of higher education for

CJ students is curriculum which
situations,

(1)

applies to many life/work

encourages active student involvement,
3
teaches effective communication
skills, (4) facilitates
understanding of human values and behavior,
(5) promotes
personal change and change agents for
the system,
(2)

(

and

)

(6)

is

tested for its effectiveness on criminal
justice students.
With these same needs in mind, a human
development
(HD)

course has been required for criminal
justice master's level
students at American International College
(A.I.C.)

in

Springfield, Massachusetts since 1975.
The HD course is designed to create conditions
which

foster individual and group growth.

Classroom exercises are

chosen for their ability to build warm, trusting environments.

Instructors are chosen who really care about people

and about student development.

Teaching systems are chosen

which provide students with skills that can be applied beyond the classroom and students are challenged to become

actively involved in workshops that are intense, personal
and practical.
The curriculum for the HD course involves training in

microcounseling (Ivey

&

Authier, 1978)

,

values clarifica-

tions (Simon et al, 1972), self-knowledge education (Weinstein, 1976) and assertiveness training (Galassi

&

Galassi,
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1977)

.

Journal writing, outside involvements,
exercises in
perception and male-female relationships,
role playing and
classroom discussion reinforce students'
active involvement
with the HD curriculum.
.

To measure the effectiveness of the HD
course, the

Microcounseling Response Test (MRT) and the Microcounseling
Interviewer Evaluation (MIE) were administered to gather
data
about interpersonal development, i.e. the ability to
com-

unicate effectively with other people.

The Volunteer

Experience Test (VET) and the Personal Orientation Inventory
(POI)

were given to extract information about more personal

development, i.e. the ability to know oneself and the ability
to develop self-actualizing values and behaviors.

Method
Subjects

Subjects were all graduate level students at American

International College (A.I.C.) in Springfield, Massachusetts.
The experimental

group consisted of nineteen master's

(EX)

level criminal justice students enrolled in Human Development.

Nine of the CJ students were employed as police

officers, four as state troopers, two as probation officers
and two as corrections people.

One student was a social worker.

fied as pre-service.
The comparison

(C)

level education (ED)

One CJ student was classi-

group consisted of nineteen master's

students enrolled in Guidance

&
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Counseling.

.

Ten ED students worked in public school settings,

four worked as helping professionals and five were
unemployed.

Research Instruments

Microcounseling Response Test

The MRT consists of ten

.

'client” statements taken from CJ personnel.

Students are

asked to play counselor and respond in writing with helpful

statements to each of the client's remarks.

For example,

students are asked to respond to the statement, "What do you

mean?

I

am a good parolee

1

I

haven't done anything.

You

can't blame me.

You get the hell away from me and just

leave me alone.

You keep bugging me with all that stuff and

you'll regret it.

I've had it man..."

The MRT is used to

measure a student's ability to make "helping" or micro-

counseling responses.

Microcounseling Interviewer Evaluation
of nineteen Semantic Differential

(SD)

.

The MIE consists

scales constructed to

describe bipolar concepts of interviewing behaviors (e.g.
Interviewer was nervous-calm; skilled-unskilled; attentiveunattentive)

.

The interviewer is asked to reflect on each

bipolar concept and indicate how each concept applies to the

interviewer's behavior.

He or she is asked to place an "x"

on the line segment which best describes the behavior of the

interviewer.
is marked,

For example, if the first segment on the left

the interviewer receives

extremely good eye contact.

7

points, indicating

If the last segment on the
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right is marked, a score of

1

extremely poor eye contract.

.

point is given, indicating
The middle segment is worth

4

points, indicating the interviewer equally
displayed the behaviors on either end of the continuum.
The MIE assesses how
effectively students utilize microcounseling
skills outside of
the classroom.

Vol unteer Experience Test

The VET is based upon the

.

self-knowledge stage theory developed by Alschuler,
Evans,

Tamashiro and Weinstein (1975)

Students receive scale

.

scores for four hierarchal stages of self-knowledge:

Elemental,

(2)

Situational,

(3)

Pattern, and

(4)

(1)

Process.

The VET was patterned after the Experience Recall Test

developed by Alschuler et al (1975).

in the VET,

the ex-

perimenter asks students to volunteer for a project "designed to find out how different people know about themselves."

The experimenter waits for volunteers, giving

people plenty of time to mull over personal decisions.

Sub-

jects are then asked to "hold" their thoughts and respond in

writing to personal process questions (e.g. Please explain
fully what just happened to you.)

Responses are coded and

classified according to the highest stage level of selfknowledge per criteria as developed by Alschuler et al
(1975).

The VET measures levels of self-knowledge, movement

within self-knowledge stage, and the ability to identify
personal patterns of behavior.
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Pe ^onal Orien tati on Inventory

.

.

The POI consists of

150 two-choice comparative values
and behavior judgments
(e.g. I live by the rules and
standards of society/I do not

always need to live by the rules and
standards of society)
Subjects are asked to select the statements
which most consistently apply to them. The POI nets
twelve separate
scores, each reflective of a facet of
self-actualization.

Research data indicate that the POI discriminates
between persons functioning at lower and higher
levels of

positive mental health (Shostrom, 1966) and is sensitive
to
changes produced by short term encounter type interventions
(Abramowitz et al, 19 74; Abernathy et al, 19 77)

.

The POI is

thought to be appropriate for use with non-clinical

populations (Shostrom, 1966)
Procedure

.

At the beginning of the semester, all Ss both

experimental

(Ex)

VET and the MRT

.

and comparison

(C)

were given the POI, the

Only Ex Ss were tested on the MIE, which

they delivered to their outside contact people after the

third HD class.

Contact people were asked to evaluate the

HD students' interviewing behavior and send the evaluation
to the author of this study.

The Ex class was led by the assistant professor who

created and planned the HD curriculum (i.e. the author).

Treatment consisted of 15 weekly 3-hour sessions of HD
curriculum.

Instruction included microcounseling, values
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clarification, self-knowledge education,
assertiveness
training, small group interactions, and a
series of minilectures.
Students met weekly with outside contact
persons,

documenting meetings via weekly personal journals.
The C class was taught by an associate
professor of

psychology and criminal justice.

This non-treatment group

listened to lectures about major theoretical models
of

guidance and clinical psychology.

No personalized or inter-

active procedures were employed.
At the end of the semester, a post test battery (identical to the first) was administered to both Ex and C
groups.

Ss in the HD class were given a second MIE to

deliver to outside contact persons.

Results
The Microcounseling Response Test

.

To determine if

CJ students had learned to issue helping responses, the

number of before and after microcounseling responses were

counted and compared.

Open questions, reflections of

feelings, and paraphrases were tallied.

formed a subject's microcounseling score.
a subject had 10 open questions,

2

Combined points
For example, if

reflections of feelings

and 13 paraphrases, he or she received a microcounseling

score of 25.

A before-after anova showed the Ex and C groups to be

.
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.

significantly different in how they responded on
the MRT.
The Ex students repeatedly reported a greater
number
of

microcounseling responses (F=5.66, P^.05).

Microcounseling

responses for the Ex subjects numbered 161 before and
256
after treatment.
and 97 after.

Responses of C subjects numbered 82 before

This finding may be due to the way each group

viewed the test.

The Ex group saw the MRT as directly

^®l3^ted to curriculum and as being conducted for their own

professor.

The C group saw the MRT as tangential to cur-

riculum and for a professor other than their own.

Because

of these differing perceptions, the Ex group may have been

motivated to generate more responses.
The before-after F-ratio for within Ss demonstrated

overall improvement after treatment (F=8.21, P-cT.Ol), but
no significant interaction was found (F=3.72, Pp^. 05).

To

see what changes had occurred, before-after microcounseling

scores were compared by difference t tests (see Table

1)

The t tests revealed that only the Ex group had significantly

increased their ability to make helpful statements (P--C.005).
Table

1

Means, Standard Deviations, and Difference t Tests for

Experimental and Comparison Group scores
Group
Ex
C

M

SD

t

P

5.00

5.93

3.57

^.005

.88

1.99

1.76

>.05
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The Microcou nseling Interviewer Evaluation

.

.

To assess

how effectively HD students utilized their
microcounseling

^ith contact people outside of the classroom, beforeafter Semantic Differential (SD) scales were compared.

Analysis via the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks

test

t

showed that outside contact people reported a significant

improvement for the CJ students on six SD scales.

The HD

students were seen as being more natural in their interviewing, i.e. eye contact indicated more concern (P-(t.01),
facial gestures appeared to be more interested (P-<.05) and

body postures were seen as more natural and relaxed (P^.05).

Criminal justice students were also judged to be more skilled
in their interviewing techniques

(P^.Ol), more sensitive in

their interviewing style (P^.05) and more helpful in clarifying things for the interviewee (P-^.05).

Volunteer Experience Test

.

To measure students'

level

of self-knowledge, their movement within self-knowledge stage,

and their ability to identify personal patterns of behavior,

before-after scores for the four hierarchal levels of selfknowledge were compared, i.e. elemental

pattern

(P)

and process

(PR)

which could not be coded

.

(E)

,

situational

(S)

A fifth category held responses

(NC)

Analysis via anova on before category scores showed the
Ex group to have issued significantly more responses on the

VET (F=6.15, P^.05),

Again, the Ex group may have been

more motivated to respond to

a test

which was directly
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.

^®l^t©d to thGir own curriculuin and profGssor.
The F-ratio for within Ss on before VET scores showed

^oth the Ex and C groups treated the self-knowledge

categories in a similar manner (see Table 2).

Both CJ and

ED majors utilized the self-knowledge categories in a sta-

tistically significant pattern (F=4.18, P^.Ol).

For both

the Ex and C groups, most before self-knowledge responses

fell into either the elemental or the situational category.

Sign tests on before data showed that both the CJ and ED

students were operating from a combined E and

self-knowledge development (P^.05).

significantly more responses in the

S

stage of

Both groups issued
S

than in the P (P.^. 001).

The Ex group had significantly more P and PR responses

(P^.Ol), while the C group did not.

However, only one

subject accounted for this difference and only fourteen of
the thirty-four Ex and C subjects gave responses that could

even be categorized in the P category, so this outcome is

misleading.
Table

2

Self-Knowledge (VET) Category Scores For Experimental
And Comparison Groups Before And After Treatment
Group

Test

ESP

PR

NC

Ex

Pre

96

112

14

1

51

C

Pre

75

75

9

3

23

Ex

Post
Post

56

108

22

1

32

67

53

3

0

22

C
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.

After treatment, the Ex group again issued significantly

more responses than the C group (F=18.06, P'^.OOl).

Both

the CJ and ED students again treated the self-knowledge

categories as significantly different (F=49.83, P^.OOl).
However, this time the self-knowledge categories had shifted
for the Ex group (see Table

2)

.

After treatment, E responses

for the Ex group were greatly reduced,

S

responses were

nearly double those in the E category, and more responses
fell into the P stage of self-development

.

For the C group,

E and S categories remained evenly divided and responses in

the P category dropped after treatment.

Analysis via anova

on after VET category scores showed that a significant inter-

action between groups and categories had occurred (F=7.58,

P^.005).

To explore this difference, before-after t tests

were performed in the

E,

S,

P and

PR categories.

After ex-

posure to the HD course, CJ students were found to be sig-

nificantly less elemental in their responses (t=2.35, P^.05).
No significant differences were found in before-after S, P,
or PR categories for either the Ex or C groups

(P>..05).

appears then, that criminal justice majors changed by

shifting from the elemental to both the situational and

pattern stages of self-knowledge development.
Personal Orientation Inventory

.

To measure self-

actualizing values and behaviors, before-after scores on
the twelve POI scales were compared.

No significant

It
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.

interactions were detected on any of the subscales
of the
POI, the presumed gauge of self-actualizing
attitudes and

behaviors

Summary

From an experimental standpoint, the human development

course effectively promotes personal and interpersonal growth
in criminal justice personnel.

Students learned to communi-

cate more effectively by utilizing microcounseling skills

both in and out of the classroom.

Criminal justice majors

learned more about themselves through values clarification
and self-knowledge education.

Students identified personal

patterns of behavior and moved into a more comprehensive
phase of self-knowledge development, an impressive gain given
the stability of self-knowledge stage and the limited period
of exposure to HD curriculum.

The findings that self-actualizing attitudes and

behaviors did not develop after exposure to HD curriculum
bring

a few ideas to mind.

The POI has determined personal

growth after exposure to intensive encounter and conscious-

ness-raising group environments (Abernathy et al, 1977;
Osman, 1974)

.

It may be that the dynamics produced by in-

tensive groups of three (as was done in the HD course) are
different, and less effective in promoting personal growth.
Also, the microcounseling and self-knowledge components of
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HD curriculum were directly taught in the
classroom and were

practiced by students throughout the semester, while
the

self-actualization component was not.

These differences in

classroom environment and involvement support the theory
that human development is not an automatic process, but rean active involvement and practice with the environ-

ment (Alschuler et al, 1975; Bennett, 1978; Erikson, 1959;
Kolhberg, 1970; McClelland, 1965; Mosher
Piaget, 1970)

.

&

Sprinthall, 1971;

These questions can be explored in future

evaluations by directly teaching for change in value orientation and by creating an intensive total group environment.
Such alterations could be beneficial in facilitating further

personal development towards self-actualizing.
From an educational standpoint, the HD course improves
the quality of higher education for criminal justice per-

sonnel by providing a tested curriculiim which encourages

active student involvement, promotes personal change, facilitates understanding of human values and behavior, and gives

students effective "take home" skills to employ beyond the
classroom.
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APPENDIX

I

MICROCOUNSELING RESPONSE TEST
1.

The following statements are excerpts from various
"counseling" conversations.
I would like you to play
counselor and respond in writing with helpful statements
to each individual's remark.
2.

3.

4.

I'd like to tell the boss a thing or two.
But,
then again, why should it? It really doesn't get
you anywhere

Shit, I've had it.
I've been working hard all my
life school, work, family, payments.
You know it
just never ends.

—

The house is a
I think my wife is playing around.
I don't think she
mess and she's full of excuses.
gives a crap anymore.

Christ, you're always saying you'll be home early.
Who are you kidding'. You haven't been home early
for weeks.

5

.

What
done
hell
keep
it.

6.

I haven't
am a good parolee'.
get the
You
me.
blame
can't
anything. You
You
alone.
me
leave
away from me and just
regret
you'll
and
shit
bugging me with all that
I've had it man.

do you mean?

I

think I'm really botching up with this new
kid.
I can't seem to get through to the
juvenile.

I

to
My parents don't understand me. They want me
clothes.
my
about
me
They're after
cut my hair.
They always have to tell me what to do.
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don't know how long I can stay off. l was
hooked
tor too long man.
I was in too heavy.
I'm barely
hanging on now.
I don't know what to do.
I'm gonna
start all over and end up right back in the
joint.
You ve got to do something for me
I

I m really fouled up.
I know I could take the exam
for promotion and pass it.
It's more status, more
pay, you know
But I'm not sure I want the hassle.
I

Crazy huh?

I don't know what to do.
My wife won't talk to me.
There doesn't seem to be anything left to our
marriage
I think I want to leave
But the kids and
I would be alone.
I don't know what to do.
.

.

.
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APPENDIX III
THE VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE TEST

Please explain fully what just happened to you?

What are the kinds of things you were saying to yourself?

What did you actually do?

From this experience please explain some things you know
about yourself?

How could knowing this about yourself be useful to you? How
can it help you get what you want or avoid what you don'
want?

How are your personal values and beliefs (i.e. what's
important to you: reflected in your action to this
experience?
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